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1. Introduction 
Tolkien Studies is nowadays, after some decades of disdain from more ‘serious’ fields, an 
established academic field with high-quality journals and conferences and covering a wide 
variety of topics relating to J. R. R. Tolkien and his works. Translation Studies, however, has not 
been a very central area in this discipline but work on the field has been done despite this, 
especially in countries where English is not a native language. On the other hand, while some 
adaptations of Tolkien’s works – the Peter Jackson films, especially – have been studied 
academically with reference to their source material, not so much is said on Tolkien parodies. 
Combine the fields of translation and parody and your result will be the study at hand. 
 
For this Master’s Thesis, I have studied the translation of personal and geographical proper 
nouns in J. R. R. Tolkien’s The Lord of the Rings (1954–1955) with respect to its Finnish 
translation Taru sormusten herrasta (1973–1975) by Kersti Juva, Eila Pennanen and Panu 
Pekkanen, and in the parody Bored of the Rings by Henry N. Beard and Douglas C. Kenney 
(1969) in relation to the Finnish translation of the book Loru Sorbusten herrasta by Pekka 
Markkula (1983). In this thesis I will take a look at the strategies the translators have used 
when translating names, comparing and contrasting their strategies to one another. This study 
wishes to answer the question of how translation strategies used with the names in the Finnish 
Taru sormusten herrasta have affected the strategies used in Loru Sorbusten herrasta 
 
The Bored of the Rings as a book in general is referred to as BotR. When referring specifically 
to the source text, the abbreviation BotR/E will be used. The target text will be referred to as 
BotR/F. The 2002 edition is the main point of reference for the Finnish translation. The 1983 
edition is also discussed to a degree, however. When the disctinction needs to be made, the 
abbreviations BotR/F1983 and BotR/F2002 will be used. When it comes to Tolkien, The Lord of 
the Rings and its Finnish translation are referred to using the abbreviations LotR, LotR/E, and 
LotR/F.  
 
The parodies, both the source and the target texts, carry a lot of cultural references to real-life 
and fictional people and places, brands, or other culturally bound issues. This phenomenon is 
particularly apparent in the names given to the characters and geographical entities. Due to 
cultural differences, not all of these references are understandable to people from different 
backgrounds or countries. In addition to this, the translator of the parody also has to keep in 
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mind the differences in the originals, i.e. LotR/E and LotR/F, as the names in the Finnish 
translation of the epic are not always identical to their equivalents in the source text. An 
additional matter is the influence of time as the parody and its translation have been published 
not only on different continents but also 14 years apart from one another – and in an era 
before the internet and globalisation. The context and the culture of the parody have also 
changed several times even before the Finnish translation: Tolkien writes that LotR is “based” 
in England particularly (Letters #190: 2501) while BotR was written in the States and relies 
heavily on American culture of the 1960s. Interestingly, Tolkien mentions that the ”toponymy 
[of Middle-earth] is a ’parody’ of rural England” (ibid.). 
 
This thesis is divided into 7 sections. After the Introduction, sections 2. and 3. shall look at the 
material: section 2. focuses on Tolkien, LotR, the Finnish translation LotR/F and its translators. 
Additionally, Tolkien’s own views and comments on translation shall be covered as well as 
some more particular points on the translation of names into Finnish. This section also includes 
some comments from Kersti Juva who I briefly interviwed for this study. Section 3. will discuss 
Beard and Kenney, BotR, the Finnish translation BotR/F and its translator, and the process of 
editing the book for a Finnish republication. Section 4. will provide a look into theories on 
parody, information on cultural and temporal distance, research on translation of parody, as 
well as combining translation strategies from three scholars – Leppihalme, Van Coillie and 
Vermes – to be used in this study. The theory is followed by section 5. in which the 
methodology is explained: how the data, i.e. the names included in the study, is defined, 
categorised and analysed. The section will also introduce a small-scale informant survey which 
is not the main method for this study, but the results of which have been used to a small 
extent when examining the BotR/F names. Section 6. is the main analysis. It will take a look at 
the translation strategies used with the LotR/F and BotR/F names, the extent to which each of 
the strategies are used, as well as considering some reasons for the similarities and differences 
found. Finally, section 7. will draw the results and conclusion from the study together and take 
a look at possible future research topics arising from this study. The thesis will conclude with 
References and Appendices A and B which include the data – the personal and geographic 
names in all four texts – used in the study. 
 
Most of the terminology used in this study will be explained in more detail in section 4. Theory, 
but a brief look is in order to accommodate the fact that many of the terms are in use 
                                                          
1
 The field of Tolkien Studies uses a particular type of system when referring to Tolkien’s work, including 
The Letters of J. R. R. Tolkien. See explanation at the beginning of References. 
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throughout this thesis. The terminology includes common concepts from Translation Studies, 
such as Source Text (ST), Source Language (SL) and Source Culture (SC) to denote the original 
work, its language and cultural background, and Target Text (TT), Target Language (TL) and 
Target Culture to refer to the translation, its language and its cultural environment. Primary 
and Secondary Worlds, on the other hand, refer to the real world and to the world of the 
literary work, respectively. On the other hand, Cultural distance refers to the differences 
between cultures that make the understanding of a text difficult to target culture readers 
while Temporal distance refers to a similar phenomenon both within and between cultures, 
occurring as time passes and the understanding of cultural referents change. 
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2. Tolkien, The Lord of the Rings and Taru sormusten herrasta 
2.1. Tolkien and his legendarium 
J. R. R. Tolkien (1892–1973 (e.g. Carpenter 1987: 263, 265)), while most widely known for LotR, 
was a professor of Anglo-Saxon in Oxford (e.g. ibid. 118), and took part in editing, commenting 
and translating several Middle English manuscripts. Within his own academic field, he is for 
example known for his insightful commentary on Beowulf (e.g. Orchard 2003: 7. See also MC 
5–71). Having also worked as an editor for the Oxford English Dictionary (OED) (Gilliver et. al. 
2006: 7), Tolkien’s academic education and work contributed profoundly to the legendarium – 
his collection of languages, stories and history from Middle-earth – which began to get their 
shape in the first decades of the 20th century, and he continued working on them until his 
death in 1973. His philological stance is evident from the scope of the legendarium and the 
minute and historically plausible details he took great pains to create. In addition to creating 
languages, he devised language history and etymologies as well. He did not simply write stories 
but also developed an entire world with extensive background histories, myths, customs and 
geography. 
 
The first Middle-earth publication was The Hobbit, published in 1937. While not originally 
meant to be a part of the legendarium, the story later had a profound impact on Tolkien’s 
creative work (Letters #131: 145), eventually developing into The Lord of the Rings. While the 
epic is of a different tone and much larger scope and depth than The Hobbit, Tolkien tied it 
closely to the plot, characters and places that appeared in the previous novel. The Silmarillion, 
the myths of Middle-earth, was published posthumously and was edited by Tolkien’s son 
Christopher. In addition to these three main works, several others relating to the legendarium 
have also been published. Additionally, the 12-part The History of Middle-earth (HoMe) book 
series, edited by Christopher Tolkien, takes a look at Tolkien’s drafts, fragments and essays 
from different times and sheds light on how the legendarium came into being and on a 
plethora of background matters which had previously been left unexplained.  
2.2. The Lord of the Rings 
The Lord of the Rings is undeniably well-known. The epic story of saving Middle-earth was first 
published in three parts (The Fellowship of the Ring, The Two Towers and The Return of the 
King) in 1954–55 by Allen & Unwin and has been, for example, voted the best-loved novel in 
the UK (www.bbc.co.uk 2003). The epic takes place in a world called Middle-earth where the 
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hobbit Frodo Baggins and his companions from different races try to destroy the Ring of Power 
to prevent the evil Sauron from taking over. The work is divided into 6 books (numbered I–VI), 
with the published three editions containing two each. In addition to the storyline in the books 
I–VI, the Prologue, preceding book I in The Fellowship of the Ring, provides details on hobbits 
and their way of life, while the c. 100-page Appendices (parts A–F) complement The Return of 
the King and offer background on e.g. the peoples, history, languages and alphabets, adding to 
the grandness and the detail of the work. It should be noted that the work is not technically 
speaking a trilogy, but was originally published in three parts due to expenses and in order to 
diminish the risk of financial losses (e.g. Letters #136 & #137: 165–169). 
 
In short, the 1000-page epic tells the story of the hobbit Frodo Baggins whose quest is to reach 
Mount Doom and destroy the Ring of Power, forged by the evil and mighty Sauron. He is aided 
by the wizard Gandalf, fellow hobbits Sam Gamgee, Merry (Meriadoc) Brandybuck and Pippin 
(Peregrin) Took, the man Aragorn who is heir to the throne of Gondor, Boromir the son of the 
Steward of Gondor, the elf Legolas, and the dwarf Gimli. In addition to this main quest, the 
novel also covers several fronts of the War of the Ring against the forces of Sauron and his ally 
Saruman the wizard, both with armies of orcs and men. The quest takes them through many 
places in Middle-earth: from the Shire where the hobbits live to the elven realms of Rivendell 
and Lothlórien, the dwarf-mines of Moria, to the kingdoms of Men, Rohan and Gondor, the 
Fangorn Forest which is inhabited by the tree-like Ents, and to Sauron’s land, the desolate 
Mordor. With the large number of people and places comes also a large number of names. 
Tolkien has put a great deal of effort into the names so they would fit Middle-earth in all 
respects including matters such as etymology, not to mention the fact that many characters 
and places also have bynames and names in several languages. All of this contributes to the 
prospects of parody. 
 
As often with Tolkien, only a brief look at the complexity of his work can be given here. The 
most important languages regarding the study at hand are Common Speech or Westron which 
is at use most of the time but appears in the novel as English. Similarly, Rohirric, the language 
of Rohan, is presented as Old English as it is related to Common Speech. Many names and 
shorter passages appear in the Elven languages Quenya and Sindarin and many of these have 
Common Speech equivalents in use, some of which are direct translations from Elvish while 
others have slightly different meanings and connotations. Other languages also make passing 
appearances, but these are not of great relevance to this study. 
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2.3. The Finnish translation of LotR: Taru sormusten herrasta 
In Finland, the translations of the LotR books were published in 1973–75 under the name Taru 
sormusten herrasta with the three parts being called Sormuksen ritarit (1973), Kaksi tornia 
(1974) and Kuninkaan paluu (1975). The Finnish translations are by Kersti Juva, Eila Pennanen 
and Panu Pekkanen – Pekkanen being responsible for the poems. The story behind the 
translation is quite interesting:  Pennanen and Juva knew one another from the University of 
Helsinki translation courses that Pennanen was teaching and Juva attended. Translating LotR 
had been assigned to Pennanen but she found herself too busy to do the work. Juva, with the 
boldness of a 23-year-old (she says herself), suggested that she could translate and Pennanen 
could revise her translation.  In the end, the first two titles were translated in this manner, 
while Juva was solely responsible for the third one (Federley 2005: 30–31, Palm 1998). Juva 
has stated that she prefers not to translate poems, and that she was relieved when the poems 
in LotR were given to Pekkanen to translate (Leisma 2013). What is especially remarkable is 
that LotR books were Juva’s first translation enterprise: she has noted that she would not have 
dared to take LotR as her first translation work if she had not been so young and brave (Palm 
1998). At the time, however, no one knew how popular and important Tolkien’s work would 
become. Juva notes in an interview with me that the publisher would probably have never 
agreed to have such a young person translate the work if they had considered the book to be 
of particular importance (Juva 2013b/20.9.2013). However, judging from Juva’s career as well 
as the appreciation the LotR translation still bears (see below) one could easily argue that the 
publisher would have made an unwise decision if they had turned down Juva’s translation 
offer. 
2.3.1. The three Finnish translators of LotR/F 
Eila Pennanen (1916–1994) was a translator, an author, a teacher in translation studies, a 
literary critic, and a person of influence in cultural and social issues in Finland. She translated 
approximately 100 titles – some of them with a partner or a team – and published about 50 
literary works of her own, ranging from novel and short stories to poems and plays for the 
stage and radio (Sala 2006: 618, Sorvali 2007: 484). The extent and the quality of her work 
both as a translator and as an author are said to be remarkable (Sala 2006: 621), in addition to 
which her influence on Finnish literature as well as to translator training in Finland has been 
considerable (Sorvali 2007: 487). As a translator Pennanen was a highly versatile. In addition to 
general prose she translated e.g. detective and science-fiction novels, as well as radio plays 
and short stories, but also non-fiction such as memoirs and literary theory (Sala 2006: 620). 
She mostly translated from English into Finnish, but also worked with Swedish, translating 
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from English into Swedish and Swedish into Finnish, at least (Sorvali 2006: 485, 486). Among 
the English-speaking authors she translated are Jane Austen, Emily Brontë, Agatha Christie, 
Graham Greene, Iris Murdoch, Vladimir Nabokov, and the Nobel Prize winners Nadine 
Gordimer and William Golding – the latter of which was Pennanen’s special favourite to 
translate (Sala 2006: 620, Sorvali 2007: 485, 486, 487). 
 
Pennanen taught translation in the 1960s and 1970s at the University of Helsinki – where she 
herself had studied Finnish language in the 1930s, graduating with an MA degree in 1940. She 
effectively revolutionised the field of translation studies in Finland (Sorvali 2007: 485), bringing 
a more systematic and theoretical approach to translation studies than what had existed 
before. In addition to theoretical viewpoints, she also emphasised the importance of the 
emotional experience in fiction, as well as centrality of developing one’s language skills and 
versatile expression. (Sorvali 2007: 485, 487, Ahola 1991).  Being an author herself, she knew 
that the translation of a novel should be a whole, a harmonius work of art (Sorvali 2007: 485). 
When it comes to the teaching in more practical terms, Pennanen considered the small 
seminar-type classes very inspiring for the teacher. She was an encouraging teacher, and her 
courses often resulted in publications translated co-operationally by herself and her students 
(Sorvali 2007: 485, Sala 2006: 620). It appears, then, that translating LotR with Juva (and 
Pekkanen) was not an isolated case of working as a team with her students, even if the co-
operation began under exceptional circumstances and LotR deviated from the norm in its 
magnitude. 
 
Kersti Juva, MA, (1948– ) is a freelance translator who studied Finnish literature, Finnish 
language and English Philology at the University of Helsinki (KKK 2011: 306, Palm 1998). She 
also did Translation Studies under the guidance of Pennanen (Juva 2013a). She has nearly a 
hundred translations to her name, ranging from Charles Dickens to A. S. Byatt, from 
Shakespeare to Oscar Wilde, from two of A. A. Milne’s Winnie-the-Pooh books to Laurence 
Sterne’s notoriously complex Tristram Shandy. In addition to novels, she has translated plays 
for theatre companies and radio plays for the Finnish Broadcasting Company YLE (ibid.). After 
translating LotR, Juva has translated 9 other works by or relating to Tolkien. These include all 
of his main works: most importantly, of course, The Hobbit as Hobitti eli sinne ja takaisin 
(1985) and The Silmarillion as Silmarillion (1979) but also Unfinished Tales as Keskeneräisten 
tarujen kirja (1986) and The Children of Húrin as Húrinin lasten tarina (2007) (ibid., Fennica 
2013). She has also taught translation since the 1980s in several Finnish universities, including 
her alma mater, as well as e.g. at courses organised by The Finnish Association of Translators 
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and Interpreters (SKTL) (KKK 2011: 306, Arts Promotion Centre Finland 2008/2013). She has 
received awards and grants from a plethora of institutions throughout the last four decades, 
starting with the Annual Award for Translation from the Finnish Ministry of Education and 
Culture for LotR and Richard Adams’ Watership Down in 1976, and ranging to several Artist’s 
Grants from the Art Council of Finland, Agricola Prize for the Best Translation in 1999 for 
Tristram Shandy, and the Prize for Life’s Work from the Finnish Cultural Foundation in 2006 
(Juva 2013a).  Perhaps most importantly, she is the first translator to be appointed Artist 
Professor for a 5-year term (2008–2013) by the Arts Council of Finland, now called the Arts 
Promotion Centre Finland (ibid., Arts Promotion Centre Finland 2008/2013). The latest 
honorary prize Juva received for translating LotR is the 2013 Kultainen Lohikäärme (“Golden 
Dragon”) prize which is dealt by the Ropecon Roleplaying Convention for significant work in 
advancing roleplaying in Finland. The reasons listed for awarding the prize to Juva include 
introducing Finns to fantasy through the high-quality LotR translation and building the basis for 
Finnish fantasy vocabulary, these merits leading and inspiring Finns to start roleplaying 
(Ropecon 2013a). The award is noteworthy especially considering that it was presented a 
notable player in the field of fantasy in Finland, as Ropecon is “the largest non-commercial 
roleplaying festival in Europe” (Ropecon 2013b) as well as due to the fact that the translation is 
still honoured 40 years after its first publication. Another example of Juva’s continuing 
importance and interest in her work in Finland is evident from a Tolkien-related translation 
comment she made as recently as in July 2013. She blogs about translation for The Institute for 
the Languages in Finland (Kotus), and gained wide coverage in the Finnish media when 
blogging about how she translated the LotR term ‘elf’ as haltia instead of the then more 
prescritively correct haltija. (Juva 2013c). All of the main Finnish newspapers (e.g. HS 1.8.2013) 
reported her comments, sparking a lot of public interest and discussion on the subject. In 
October 2013, The Finnish Language Committee (Suomen kielen lautakunta) revoked its earlier 
decision from 1937 which forbade the use of haltia (Kotus 2013).  
 
There is much less information available on Panu Pekkanen (1932–1986 (SKS 2013)) than on 
the other two2. He, too, studied at the University of Helsinki, completing a Master's degree in 
1958 (Hirvonen et al. 1985: 492). Information on his exact field of study is difficult to find, but 
the University of Helsinki library database suggests that that he wrote his Master's thesis on 
                                                          
2
 He does not, for example, appear in the Kuka kukin on (the Finnish Who's Who) editions in 1978, 1982 
or 1986. The 2-volume, 1000-page Suomennoskirjallisuuden historia, recounting and analysing the 
history of translating into Finnish, does mention him 6 times (according to the index) but these instances 
are in passing only. 
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Shakespeare3 which would suggest literary studies of some sort.  A complete list of his 
translations and the exact number titles he worked on is difficult to come by due to the fact 
that he made a large number of poem translations for works in which he was not the main 
translator, as well as to some anthologies (see Katajamäki 2007: 79 for the Suomen sana. 
Kansalliskirjallisuutemme valiolukemisto anthologies). Looking at the list of translations 
designated to him at Fennica, the online database of the National Library of Finland (Fennica 
2013), it becomes evident that some of his poem translations have also been published in a 
multitude of different formats and collections, increasing the difficulty of determining the 
number of original titles. My estimate, based on Fennica and Hirvonen et. al. (ed.) (1985: 491–
493) is that he translated or took part in translating approximately 150 titles. It appears that 
while most of his translations were from English, there were also individual translations from 
French and German, as well as some from Swedish. He translated various genres such as 
general adult prose and thrillers, as well as poems, children's books and non-fiction. Perhaps 
the most well-known adult novel he translated is George Orwell’s Animal Farm (1969). Within 
children’s literature he translated e.g. Richard's Scarry, Roald Dahl, Janosch, as well as Jill 
Barklem’s Brambly Hedge books and several titles of Charles M. Schultz's Peanuts comics. His 
poem translations have appeared in a number of works of prose by writers such as John Irving, 
P. D. James and P. L. Travers. In the realm of fantasy, Pekkanen translated the poems in 4 parts 
of Susan Cooper’s 5-part The Dark is Rising series. 
 
After LotR/F, Pekkanen translated the poems in The Hobbit, Silmarillion and The Unfinished 
Tales, in which Juva was the main translator. Additionally, Pekkanen translated three smaller 
books by Tolkien on his own: Farmer Giles of Ham (as Maamies ja lohikäärme, 1978), Mr. Bliss 
(as Herra Bliss, 1983) and Smith of Wootton Major (as Seppä ja satumaa, 1983). After 
Pekkanen’s death, some of his translations have been used in newer Tolkien publications – 
supplemented with translations of new poems by e.g. Alice Martin – such as in Juva’s The 
Children of Húrin and the poem collection The Adventures of Tom Bombadil. Outside of 
Tolkien, Pekkanen and Juva’s co-operation continued with 4 other novels that Juva translated, 
Pekkanen being responsible for e.g. the chapter-initial mottos in Watership Down as well as for 
the poems in A. A. Milne’s Winnie-the-Pooh (Fennica 2013). 
                                                          
3
 The bibliographic information in the library record is for Panu Pekkanen (1957) Shakespearen 
satunäytelmät (Helka 2013). 
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2.3.2. Tolkien and translation 
 
Tolkien’s works are not easy texts to translate. The general magnitude presents its own 
problems, and Tolkien’s use of different languages as well as the pseudotranslation device 
used in LotR adds a layer of translational complexity. In addition to these matters presented by 
the text itself, Tolkien himself was quite opinionated when it came to translation. His opinions 
ranged from the more philological, such as his comments on translating and editing Beowulf, 
to the more concrete ideas dealing with the translation of his own work: the multiple letters 
he sent to his editors and readers, the Appendices to the Lord of the Rings and, finally, the 
Guide to the Names in the Lord of the Rings, an article full of instructions on what the names in 
his epic mean and how he would like them to be translated.  
 
One of the most peculiar aspects of LotR is how Tolkien presents it as an edition and 
translation of an earlier work instead of as his own work of fiction. This literary device of 
pseudo-translation, present in the book yet outside of the storyline, adds another layer to LotR 
in terms of Translation Studies. In the Prologue and the Appendices, Tolkien poses as the editor 
and translator of the text instead of assuming the common position of the author. Particularly, 
he mentions that the epic is in fact a translation of The Red Book of Westmarch – a book of 
history and lore in five volumes written and compiled by the hobbits Bilbo, Frodo and others 
after them, consisting of the stories in The Hobbit, The Lord of the Rings and other texts 
relating to do the history of Middle-earth and customs of the Shire.  
 
Dwelling in the Secondary World, the hobbits or any other characters do not speak English or 
other ‘real’ languages. Instead, the hobbits spoke Westron, or Common Speech, which is not a 
language from the Primary World. Tolkien explains this in more detail in the Appendix F in 
which the section II: On Translation (1107–1112) concentrates on Tolkien has translated the 
story from Common Speech. As the ‘editor’ Tolkien writes that “[...] the whole of the linguistic 
setting has been translated as far as possible into terms of our own times” and that the 
Common Speech – the lingua franca of Middle-earth – “has inevitably been turned into 
modern English” (RK, Appendix F, II, 1107). But, unlike Common Speech, the other languages of 
Middle-earth are presented as they are. A great reason for this is the objective to bring the 
reader an experience similar to what the hobbits had in terms of coming into contact with 
unfamiliar names and languages (ibid. 1107, 1108). Other reasons for using the 
pseudotranslation device can be deduced e.g. from Tolkien’s essay On Fairy-Stories. Tolkien 
argues that fairy-stories “should be presented as ‘true’” and that the story should not contain 
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references suggesting that the tale is only “a figment or illusion” (MC 116–117). Tolkien put a 
lot of effort to presenting LotR as a genuine manuscript (Turner 2003: 14). Additionally, Tolkien 
desired to weave a mythology for England (see e.g. Letters #131: 144, #180: 231). The 
pseudotranslation, as well a wealth of themes, terminology, and even some passages link the 
work to different manuscripts and European mythologies which helps to provide LotR the 
status of an epic instead of one of a novel. 
 
Tolkien’s letters and other work prove that he took special interest in the translations of his 
own works. In 1956 he noted that he did not think that translating a work such as LotR could 
“be performed satisfactorily without the assistance of the author” and says that he would 
tolerate “[n]o alterations, major or minor, re-arrangements, or abridgements of this text” 
unless he is consulted first (Letters, #188: 248–9). In his letters he persistently argued that he 
would rather if the proper names in his work were left as they were and if that was not 
possible there should be as little alteration as possible: “In principle I object as strongly as 
possible to the ‘translation’ of the nomenclature at all (even by a competent person)” [original 
italics] (Letters #190: 249–250). Three years later, in 1959, he stated that the most favourable 
scenario when translating would be to leave the names untouched and include a glossary in 
the end that would explain the meaning of the names. However, he also stated that he wishes 
that the names would undergo “as little translation or alteration [...] as possible” (Letters #217: 
299): this can be regarded as being slightly more liberal than his earlier statements which 
claims that he wishes the names would not be translated at all.  
 
One of Tolkien’s reasons for forbidding the translation of names – i.e. retaining them – is the 
fact that the nomenclature is "the product of very considerable thought and labour” (Letters 
#297: 379) and considerable care has been taken “to fit [them] with the supposed history of 
the period described” (Hammond&Scull 2005: 751). Another one is that, according to Tolkien, 
the Shire, especially, represents England (Letters #190: 250), and Tolkien stated that the 
“Englishry should not be eradicated" (Letters #217: 299).  
 
Tolkien soon realised that “the lack of an 'index of names' is a serious handicap” when it comes 
to translating LotR (Letters #204: 263). Finally, he compiled a list of names under the title 
Guide to the Names in the Lord of the Rings (Guide), finished in 1967, with background 
information concerning their meaning, and instructions on how to translate them. At this point 
he had changed his mind slightly about the translation of names: if he could not stop the 
translators’ from adapting nomenclature into the target language, at least he could influence 
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their decisions and make sure that the meanings of the names were understood correctly 
(Hammond & Scull 2005: lxxxii, 750).  
 
In the version published posthumously in Lobdell (1975), the Guide (subtitled Nomenclature of 
the Lord of the Rings) contains a very brief editor’s note (page 153), Tolkien’s 2-page 
introduction (155–7), the 16-page Names of Persons and Peoples (159–175) with 103 separate 
entries, the 19-page Place-Names (177–196) with 118 entries, and the 4-page Things (197–
201) with 17 entries. Some of the entries include several, usually related, names. Others may 
cross-reference a related name in another section, such as the last name Baggins (160) in the 
first section referring to the name of the Baggins hobbit hole Bag End (178) in Place-Names. 
Even without counting an exact number, it is safe to say that the Guide discusses 250 names at 
least. The scale of the work is also exemplified by the fact that the Guide runs more than 40 
pages. In the Names of Persons and Peoples, most entries are about personal names like 
Baggins and Shelob but names of peoples – such as Ent, Hobbit and Orc – as well titles and 
other terminology such as Elven-smiths and Oliphaunt also contribute considerably to this 
section.  
 
The entries in the Guide vary considerable in both lenght and content. Some of them are as 
short as one line – or one word such as “Translate” – while the longest ones such as Elven-
smiths (164) and Doom (182–3) take more than a full page. Most are, however, 5 to 10 lines in 
lenght. Many entries offer useful information on the meanings and connotations of the names, 
especially ones with more archaic or complex vocabulary, e.g. ambiguous last names Cotton 
which is explained not to refer to the material but instead being a combination of cot for 
‘cottage’ and the place-name ending -ton for ‘town’ (162–163). Additionally, a number of 
entries explain the meaning of the name within the story – e.g. the last name Heathertoes 
(168) is told to presumably be a jocular reference to how “the Little Folk” – i.e. the hobbits – 
were “wandering unshod, collected heather, twigs and leaves between their toes”. 
 
Other entries include linguistic information: the linguistic details on different Middle-earth 
languages are introduced by e.g. Orc (171) which mentions that “[t]he Grey-elven form is 
orch, plural yrch”. Some of the other languages are mentioned as well, such as the word Ring-
wraiths being ”a translation of the Black Speech Nazgûl, from nazg ’ring’ and gûl [servant 
of Sauron]” (172). On the other hand, many entries refer to Primary World languages. The 
dual entry Isengard and Isenmouthe (187–8) in Place-Names offers etymological information 
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e.g. on the word isen “an old variant form in English of iron”. The entry also contains 
cognates from Old Norse, Swedish, Danish and Old High German as well as mythological 
knowledge relating to these.  
 
When it comes to translation per se, Tolkien provides general notes on suitable translation 
procedures, commentary on some existing translations, and even direct suggestions on how a 
certain name could be translated in a given language. He writes that he has “taken pains to 
produce a Common Speech name that is both a translation and also (to English ears) a 
euphonious name of familiar English style [...]”, yet does not demand the translators to 
succeed in both of these tasks but gives them the space to make some adjustments with the 
meaning of the names as long as they fit their target (156). 
 
Three main strategies can be inferred from Tolkien’s instructions in the Guide. These can be 
named Retention, Transcription, and Translation according to the translation strategies 
presented below in section 4.4. Retention is strongly present as Tolkien is very particular with 
the names that should not be altered. He states in his introduction that all names that do not 
appear in the Guide should be left “entirely unchanged” [original italics] except for possible 
plural forms when needed (155). Not all names that do appear in the Guide should be 
translated, however. In addition to the names missing from the list, some included names are 
also meant to be left as they are. Tolkien states “Do not translate” or “Retain this” when it 
comes to, for example, the terms Hobbit (168) and Oliphaunt (170), respectively. As these are 
not proper nouns per se, but names of races and animals, Tolkien has perhaps feared that they 
will altered if he does not explicitly forbid this. He does also give background information 
regarding the names as well as stating reasons for wishing they were preserved. Similarly to 
these, in the entry Dunlendings Tolkien tells the translator to “[l]eave unchanged except in the 
plural ending” (163). 
 
The spelling of a number of names should be assimilated to fit the target language i.e. the 
names should be transcribed. For example, the last name Took is to be “spelt phonetically 
according to the language of translation” (174). Similarly, the instructions for the last name 
Gamgee tell the translator to ”retain it with any spelling changes that may seem necessary 
to fit it to the style of the language of translation” (166). 
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For many names, Tolkien reminds the translators, referring to the Appendix F notion that 
English represents Common Speech, that “[t]he language of translation now replaces English 
as the equivalent of Common Speech” (155). This means that the names which are in English 
should be rendered into the target language “according to their meaning (as closely as 
possible)” (ibid.). This meaning-based translation is aided by the many comments given on the 
meaning of the names, and some specific instructions are also given on suitable translation 
equivalents. The entries for some simpler names, such as Goldberry (167) and Underhill (175), 
state only “Translate” or “Translate by sense”, respectively. Some entries include stylistic 
comments, whether a name should sound archaic, poetic or comical, or whether alliteration 
would be desirable in the translation as with Bandobras ‘Bullroarer’ Took (174). Tolkien also 
occasionally gives specific suggestions on what a name could be in some Germanic languages: 
an example of this can be found in the entry Butterbur (162) in which he proposes certain 
suitable flower-names in Dutch and German that would preserve the word ‘butter’. Tolkien 
also comments on some names in the existing Swedish and Dutch translations, e.g. with 
Greyhame (167) in which he explains why the Dutch translation is correct but the Swedish is 
not. Sometimes, however, he only mentions the Swedish and Dutch names without 
commenting them – perhaps thus implying that these translations are tolerable. 
 
The Guide was republished in a newly transcribed form in 2005 in The Lord of the Rings – A 
Reader's Companion by Wayne G. Hammond & Christina Scull. They mention briefly that for 
years Tolkien’s publisher Allen & Unwin would send photocopies of the work to translators 
(751). Even if we presume this to mean that this was a standard procedure, it is still unclear 
whether using – or even reading – the Guide was in any way compulsory or demanded from 
the translators, or how many translator’s and publishers in fact respected Tolkien’s 
instructions. Rainer Nagel writes that after the Guide was finished, it “had to be used by all 
subsequent translators” (2004/2011: 94), but does not provide a reference or further 
discussion about this. Additionally, it is unclear whether the Guide was sent to translators after 
it was published in Lobdell in 1975 or if it was considered to be public knowledge after that.  
 
Kersti Juva, the main translator of LotR/F, provided some answers to these questions. In an 
interview with me, Juva explained the process behind translating the LotR names into Finnish. 
The translators indeed received a photocopy of Tolkien’s typescript of the Guide. They were 
happy to use it especially as it provided them explanations on the meaning of the names. Using 
the Guide, however, was in no ways compulsory, and they were not given any additional 
instructions or information for using it. Juva acknowledges the fact, as also mentioned above, 
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that LotR did not have a special status in those times and that this could be a potential reason 
for using the Guide not being mandatory (Juva 2013b/20.9.2013).  
 
As the translation of LotR/F began some years before the Guide was published in Lobdell, the 
translation process into Finnish does not shed light on how the instructions were used after 
their publication. Hammond & Scull say nothing of its use in the 21st century. When it comes to 
Nagel’s statement on using the Guide’ being a required of translators, Erik Andersson’s 
account proves this to not be completely true. Andersson retranslated LotR into Swedish in the 
first decade of the 21st century (the poems were by Lotta Olsson), and his diary on the job has 
been published in Sweden under the name Översättarens anmärkningar (2007). The diary 
reveals that Andersson did get a copy of the Guide, but from a fan instead of his publisher. The 
diary recounts his troubles in deciding what to do with the names: whether to keep all of them 
in their original forms, use the names from the earlier translation by Åke Ohlmarks, or come up 
with his own versions. Andersson had been working on LotR for a full year already – first on a 
sample translation that the publisher had ordered in April 2002 (Andersson 2007: 5), then on a 
contract to translate the whole LotR from late August 2002 (ibid. 8) – and was already quite far 
into translating The Fellowship of the Ring when, at the end of March 2003, he received a copy 
of the Guide – the existence of which he did not even know about. Thus, it appears that using 
the Guide or even providing the translator with it is not the default mode in current times. It is, 
of course, unclear whether it was Allen & Unwin or the Swedish publisher that did not provide 
the instructions. 
2.3.3. Translation of names in LotR/F 
In an interview with me, Juva has said that she cannot quite remember how she and Pennanen 
worked on the names or how much they collaborated and discussed different options 
together: she remembers that some specific names were the inventions of Pennanen (such as 
Kontu for Shire) while some others were hers (Konkari for Strider, Rankkivuo for Brandywine). 
In general she presumes that most of the names were her inventions, and emphatically says 
that coining the names was fun. Linguistic diversity was kept in mind when translating the 
names: Juva explains that she had a friend who has very interested in Finnish language, and 
Juva would occasionally ask him/her4 to provide a collection of words from a certain thematic 
category so she would have more options and more interesting vocabulary when creating 
certain names. She mentions the name Litiluhta (for Wetwang) as one that was coined in this 
                                                          
4
  The interview was conducted in Finnish and as Finnish does not differentiate between male and 
female pronouns or nouns, the gender of the said friend is unclear to me. 
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way. She also asked other friends of her to help her come up with the names. Some names 
caused quite some trouble, e.g. Rivendell (see below) and Brandywine. On the latter one, Juva 
explains that she coined the Finnish name Rankkivuo the night before she had to send the 
translation of The Fellowship of the Ring to the publisher for printing. Coming up with a 
suitable name that would incorporate something in the likeness of the word ‘brandy’ was 
problematic. Finally she came up with  the word ‘rankki’, meaning approximately the mash, 
dregs or stillage left after the distillation of alcohol (Juva 2013b/20.9.2013) (Kielitoimiston 
sanakirja 2012, OED 2013). The same word is also used with the last name Brandybuck i.e. 
Rankkibuk in Finnish. 
 
Juva has mentioned in some interviews that she wishes they had translated the name Rivendell 
into Finnish instead of retaining it in LotR/F. The Guide states that the name means  ’Glen of 
the Cleft’ (156) or ’Cloven-dell’ (190), and Juva contemplates the translations ”Kurualho” or 
”Rotkonpohja” as fitting for this meaning (Leisma 2012). Juva explained to me that the reason 
for retaining the name was simply the fact that they could not come up with a translation they 
were happy with. Additionally, she thinks that the name Rivendell was beautiful and 
harmonius – as elven names should – that retaining was a fine enough choice (Juva 
2013b/20.9.2013). However, despite Juva’s regret or the general rule of translating Common 
Speech (English) names into TL, retaining this particular name is not contrary to Tolkien’s 
instructions in the Guide. Tolkien notes that ”[i]t is desirable to translate [names such as this]” 
(156) but later adds, concerning Rivendell particularly, to ”[t]ranslate [the name] by sense, or 
retain, as seems best” (190).  
 
Another peculiar case is the place-name Michel Delving. Being a hobbit town with a specific 
meaning in English, the name would supposedly be fit to be rendered into the target language 
sustaining its denotations. Juva has indeed sustained the meaning of the Old English micel, 
‘great’, and the idea of delving and (Hammond & Scull 2005: 26) with the Finnish translation 
Järin Möyremä, implying a place with plenty of grubbing and churning. Oddly, Michel Delving 
does not appear in the Guide: it is mentioned in passing in the entry for Shire as the ‘county-
town’ of the area, but nothing about its meaning or proposed translation strategies is said 
(Guide 191, Hammond & Scull 2005: 775). No more is mentioned in the version published in 
Hammond & Scull, either. Juva herself was surprised to hear that the name does not appear in 
the Guide, but cannot remember details on the translation process of the name (Juva 
2013b/20.9.2013). It is, of course, not impossible that differing versions of the Guide were 
distributed to translators, but it may be more likely that the translators independently 
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considered the name to be in the need of meaning-based translation. Despite the Guide 
lacking the name, translating it into the target language does appear reasonable considering 
Tolkien’s general instructions on translating Common Speech names. 
 
There does not appear to be research done on how closely Juva has adhered to the 
instructions in the Guide nor statistics on the translation strategies she has used overall. LotR/F 
includes a brief translators’ preface which says that Common Speech names have been 
translated into Finnish while all other names have been retained (LotR/F, FR, Saatteeksi, 11). 
This, of course, generally complies with Tolkien’s instructions. For more general reasearch 
concerning the translation of names in LotR/F, there are the Master’s Theses of Tuula 
Seppänen (1992) and Mikko Mentula (2006), at least. Seppänen discusses translating the 
names into Finnish specifically, but is quite limited in its scope and does not give a general idea 
of how the translation task has been completed. Mentula’s approach focuses on onomastics in 
general, but does also discuss translation to a degree. Unfortunately, neither discusses the 
Guide, meaning that these works do not cover the topic of whether LotR/F succeeds in coining 
the names according Tolkien’s wishes. Additionally, neither of the theses provide statistics on 
translation strategies used in LotR/F. Both of them do, however, provide a bilingual list on 
names in LotR/E and LotR/F5. 
 
Mentula’s thesis is from the field of Finnish language and discusses the Finnish names in the 
epic from an onomastic point of view. His material encompasses all names of people and 
places but also names of animals, plants, things, events and eras, and he analyses their 
formation, meanings and functions. While his focus is on the LotR/F names, he does also give 
useful comments concerning some LotR/E names as well as compiled comments on the 
translation strategies used. 
 
Mentula does not discuss the names that “have not been translated at all”6 much nor give this 
strategy a name per se (c.f. Retention in section 4.4.1.), but mentions 5 other translation 
strategies used with the names. These are Finnishized spelling and conventionality 
(‘Suomalaistettu kirjoitusasu ja konventionaalisuus’, 80–82), Direct meaning-based translation 
(‘Suorat merkityskäännökset’, 82–84), Partial meaning-based translation (‘Osittaiset 
merkityskäännökset’, 84–85), Onomatopoeic names (‘Onomatopoieettiset nimet’, 85–87) and 
                                                          
5
 The name lists in this study, however, have been compiled independently of these two. 
6
 Mentula’s thesis is in Finnish, and all quotes as well as names of categories have been translated into 
English by me. 
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Use of special vocabulary (Erikoissanaston käyttäminen, 87–90).  Mentula does discuss 
translation theory to a degree in his thesis, but these strategies do not appear to be based on 
any particular theory, but seem to be his own categorisations rising from his data. Rather, he 
discusses many of his categories in terms of denotation and connotation, i.e. the literal 
meaning and the other implication a name carries and how these are translated using different 
translation strategies.  
 
The three first categories are especially useful when it comes to this thesis and but the two 
others are slightly more problematic (see below). Mentula writes that the category of 
Finnishized spelling and conventionality is relatively usual in his corpus, especially when it 
comes to personal and geographical names within hobbit settings. In addition to transcribing a 
name into Finnish in a manner that imitates its target language pronunciation, the category 
includes other means of conventionalisation, such as rendering the first names Harry and Tom 
into their conventional Finnish equivalents Harri and Tomi (80–81).  
 
The Direct meaning-based translation forms a large category in Mentula’s study, most eminent 
in geographical names. These names have fairly clear denotations and while they have been 
translated as closely as possible focusing on the denotations, the connotations present in the 
LotR/E names have been largely preserved as well (82, 83). The names in the category Partial 
meaning-based translation retain some of the meanings of LotR/E names but may have a slight 
shift in the exact focus, may retain one meaning but lose another, or add new meanings that 
are close to but not identical to the original ones (84–85). Mentula does not mention whether 
it is more common for a LotR/F name to have a more specific meaning than its LotR/E 
equivalent or whether a more simplified and general meaning arises more often. Neither does 
he give information on how common this strategy is in general.  
 
The two other strategies that Mentula mentions, Onomatopoeic names and Use of special 
vocabulary, can well be considered to be translation strategies, but they do not quite form a 
coherent ensemble with the three first ones. While the three first categories are aligned, the 
two latter ones may perhaps be substrategies or form a separate set of strategies that a 
translator may occasionally wish to use. This is particularly apparent with Use of special 
vocabulary. The category includes e.g. names in which archaic words have been used, but the 
examples would easily fall under the strategy of Partial meaning-based translation, with the 
use of archaisms simply being an additional strategy used in conjunction with the main 
strategy. Additionally, the use of onomatopoeia and special vocabulary is present in the 
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corresponding LotR/E names and, therefore, part of the denotations and connotations of the 
source text names, suggesting that these could be taking into account with the meaning-based 
strategies. The problem with onomatopoeic names, however, is that it is difficult to categorise 
them using a specific translation strategy, as they may be considered to be both meaning-
based translations as well as having Finnishized spellings. This may be the reason Mentula has 
added this strategy, despite there only being two names in the category. It is unclear, however, 
how large the category with special vocabulary is compared to the other strategies: this is not 
stated, but the extent of examples (10) would suggest it is a fairly large category. 
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3. Bored of the Rings and Loru Sorbusten herrasta 
 
Henry N. Beard and Douglas C. Kenney’s Bored of the Rings, a parody of The Lord of the Rings, 
was originally published in the United States in 1969 by the undergraduate humour 
organization Harvard Lampoon, and contains a considerable number of references to the 
American culture of the time.  
3.1. Henry N. Beard & Douglas C. Kenney 
 
Henry N. Beard (c. 1945 (Karp 2006: 246)) and Douglas C. Kenney (1946–1980 (ibid: 5, xiii)) 
wrote the Bored of the Rings together after graduating Harvard in 1967 and 1968, respectively 
(Meyers 2004). They had met at the Harvard Lampoon, a long-running humour magazine, and 
continued in the world of comedy as partners by founding and running the National Lampoon 
magazine – along with its multimedia comedy empire. After the Lampoon, they continued their 
careers separately. Beard has written over 35 humour books on a variety of topics in the past 
four decades (Sacks 2012). In his short career before his untimely death, Kenney moved onto 
Hollywood and became “the golden boy of American comedy” (Karp 2006: xii), especially with 
the parodic film National Lampoon's Animal House which “would become the biggest grossing 
comedy in history and spawn a whole new cinematic genre” (Meyers 2013). 
 
In a recent interview, Beard has told that writing the Bored of the Rings was his idea. Kenney 
had not had read it and “had correctly thought it was kind of a stupid thing” but agreed to join 
Beard in parodising it. Beard said that Kenney wrote “about 85% of it”, and that the writing 
itself was “hysterical” and very typically Kenney. Additionally, Beard reminisces about them 
sending a letter to Tolkien himself concerning the project, asking what he thought of it. He says 
they received a “sweet, very quirky” response in which Tolkien said that they were quite free 
to do as they liked, although he himself did not see the point in putting the effort in the task 
(Sacks 2012). It is worth noting that the said letter does not appear in The Letters of J. R. R. 
Tolkien or, to my knowledge, anywhere else in the realm of Tolkien Studies. Beard does not 
mention whether the actual letter survives to this day or if he is only paraphrasing from 
memory. If found, it would be an interesting source: Beard’s comment is the only source I have 
found that proves that Tolkien knew about the Bored of the Rings, not to mention commented 
on it, even if this happened before the parody was written or published. 
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Bored of the Rings was published by Ballantine Books which had previously published LotR in 
paperback. Beard tells that Ian Ballantine “basically picked up the manuscript with a pair of 
fireplace tongs” and was far from excited about publishing the work (Sacks 2012). However, it 
went on to sell 750,000 copies (Karp 2006: 44, Meyers 2004). It is not clear which exact years 
this figure refers to, however. The book has remained in print (Sacks 2012), and Orion Group, 
the UK publisher of BotR, estimates that it has sold 300,000 copies after the year 2001 alone 
(Orion Group 2013). Beard and Kenney are said to have received little money in royalties, but 
the success of the book has contributed to the funds of the Harvard Lampoon (Meyers 2004, 
Sacks 2012). 
 
However, BotR was not Beard and Kenney’s the first or last attempt at parody. Instead, parody 
almost defined them throughout their careers. The couple became “symbiotic creative forces” 
(Karp 2006: 39): they were ultimate stars of the Harvard Lampoon by 1967, and by 1968 the 
magazine was relying heavily on parody (ibid. 32, 38). The Harvard Lampoon published full-
fledged parodies on magazines such as Life and Time: the former was Beard and Kenney’s first 
own production, while the latter was written side-by-side with BotR. While the Life parody 
failed financially, the two others were a completely different story (Meyers 2004, Karp 2006: 
45).  
 
After the Harvard Lampoon, Beard and Kenney, along with Robert Hoffman, established the 
humour magazine National Lampoon in 1970 – the first national humour magazine in 30 or 40 
years in the US (Time 1978). The venture became a great success. The circulation ascended to 
half a million in two years and closer to a million in 1974 (Stein 2013, Hendra 2002: 63). The 
magazine was known for humour that knew no boundaries: Tony Hendra, who wrote for the 
magazine in its heyday, writes that “the Lampoon’s humor worked largely because it was 
about things we weren’t supposed to laugh at” (2002: 60). The timing was everything: the 
readers had a shared culture for the magazine to draw humour from and so the publication 
“captured the ethos of the youth culture born after World War II” (Karp 2006: xii). At the same 
time, it was able to utilise the rapid changes happening in the society: the opposition 
“between old and new, establishment and counterculture” (Stein 2013) as well as a new 
tolerance for matters previously considered strictly vulgar or inappropriate, whether it was 
about drugs, sex or toilet humour. Indeed, Beard says that “the National Lampoon was the first 
printed magazine that published every single four-letter word” (Sacks 2012). This appears very 
similar to BotR which most certainly employs all of the provocations mentioned – even if the 
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four-letter words it employs are not quite of the harshest level. Unlike BotR, the magazine was 
very multidimensional and the lower types of humor were balanced by “highly literate 
parodies” of e.g. Finnegan’s Wake (Karp 2006: xii) and producing “comic masterpiece[s]” such 
as the High School Yearbook Parody (Meyers 2004).  
 
The magazine declined quickly after Beard and Kenney were bought out of the magazine in 
1975 for the gargantuan price of $7,5 million, which is said to corresponds approximately to 
$25–30 million in 2002 (Hendra 2002: 64–65, Stein 2013). Despite its brief days of glory, the 
influence of the National Lampoon is indisputable. “They would spark a comedic revolution” 
with their new and fresh attitude to humour (Meyers 2013) as well as raising talented young 
writers that would move onto e.g. Saturday Night Live and Hollywood as well as comedy actors 
like Chevy Chase and Bill Murray who appeared in National Lampoon films (Time 1978, Meyers 
2013). Additionally, the influence and inspiration the comedy empire had on the next 
generation of comedians is startling (Stein 2013). On the other hand, the magazine criticised 
and made fun on the establishment, and this appears to have had even wider implications for 
US society. The journalist Carl Bernstein, one of the most important reporters of the 
Watergate scandal, told Hendra that “if it hadn't been for the National Lampoon, Nixon would 
never have resigned.” Hendra adds that “[h]e was only half joking” (Hendra 2002: 64). 
 
When it comes to parodies, Beard reminisces Kenney having said how they ”should do 
absolutely strict and accurate parodies” at the National Lampoon. The comment, however, 
reflects the visual side of their magazine parodies i.e. something that is not present in BotR 
because of its medium as a traditional book with almost no illustrations. Still, it is worth noting 
what Beard says about the success of the Lampoon parodies: ”It was easy to confuse the real 
and our version” (Sacks 2012). This was clearly a different approach from BotR in which there 
is no danger of mistaking the parody for the real thing. On parodies in textual form, in fact, 
Kenney is said to have avoided too much accuracy and similarity: 
  
[...] the danger of parody is that writers become enamored of their 
precision in aping the subject. The real trick, he believed […], was to find 
new and interesting ways to play with the subject and make people 
laugh. Simply put, there needed to be jokes. (Karp 2006: 88) 
 
The need for jokes was evident in Kenney’s own writing style. When drafting a piece, he would 
make sure write in as many jokes as he could. During each revision, he would add more and 
more jokes, trying to fit is as many as he could and carefully reviewing the passages of text that 
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still lacked funniness. “His goal was to have at least one funny line, concept, or word in every 
sentence” (ibid.). 
 
Beard and Kenney’s styles as writers of comedy are said to have been very different. Kenney is 
said to have exemplify the low-brow, while Beard was high-brow. They “were a matched set 
[...] who balance[d] each other's weaknesses” (Karp 2006: 31). Beard “relied on an unerring 
ability to understand the most complex subjects” while Kenney sowed satiric popular culture 
references everywhere, “genuinely connect[ing]” with his own generation (Karp 2006: 29, 86). 
3.2. BotR storyline and structure 
The storyline of the parody follows the same basic idea – destroying an evil ring – as the 
original work, but the overall plot begins to fracture half-way through the parody. The book is 
divided into 10 chapters. These are not labelled according to which one of the three LotR 
volumes they represent, but such a division is relatively easy to make. The unnumbered 
Prologue – Concerning Boggies and the chapters I–V cover the Fellowship of the Ring, including 
the Prologue – Concerning Hobbits.  These chapters take about 90 pages (xvi–xxi and 1–82) and 
are relatively faithful and include the main LotR events in condensed and parodied form. The 
Prologue, especially, is textually rather close to the Prologue in LotR. Unlike the first chapters, 
the plotline covering The Two Towers only runs for 4 chapters and about 40 pages (chapters 
VI–VIII, pages 83–123), and The Return of the King for a measly 2 chapters and 24 pages 
(chapters IX–X, pages 124–149). This shows how unbalanced the BotR structure is, especially 
considering that the LotR volumes are all approximately the same length. The BotR chapters 
which cover the two latter LotR volumes also skip and change several important events in the 
original without a clear reason. The LotR appendices are not included at all in the parody7.  
Instead, there are other shorter texts included, most importantly a Foreword (xiii–xv) by the 
authors as well as a geographically inaccurate map (vi–vii). 
 
In addition to parodying the events, all the characters are turned into more mundane, stupid 
and cowardly versions of themselves, and everything is done in odd ways and tongue-in-cheek. 
The hobbits, for example, are named ‘boggies’ and appear as the most uncivilized folk 
imaginable. As a transformation of an epic novel, BotR fits well a description of parody as 
                                                          
7
 A fan made version of the Appendices to go with the Bored of the Rings has been available online, 
however. It is in Richard F. Drushel’s name and has been found at 
 http://www.zedtoo.demon.co.uk/humour/botr.html (Accessed on 1.8.2012) but the page appears to 
not exist anymore in August 2013. 
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mockery in both of the senses of the term mock. The word can mean ‘ridicule’, but also 
‘counterfeit’ in the sense of e.g. mock-epic (Rose 1993: 20), and BotR is definitely both of 
these. 
 
While BotR follows the LotR plot in general terms to some degree, it is important to note that 
except for some short passages, the parody does not employ much of Tolkien’s actual text. 
There are scenes and fragments that have a clear textual equivalent and that use Tolkien’s 
own words in the first half, at least, but this is not very extensive in the latters half. We can 
contrast this with some quite new parodies or adaptations of classics that have been popular 
in recent years: books such as Pride and Prejudice and Zombies and Little Vampire Women 
have been written with the original work – Pride and Prejudice and Little Women – very close 
at hand, preserving a wide majority of the text and only changing relatively small things in 
order to incorporate the twist, i.e. zombies and vampires, into the textual world. Due to the 
faithfulness of these works to the originals, the new books are listed as being both by the 
original author as well as by the contemporary author. While such an approach would be close 
to impossible considering the length and depth of LotR, a closer relationship to Tolkien’s text 
might have provided more means for the parody. 
3.3. Previous research on BotR and other Tolkien parodies 
There does not appear to be much if any research on BotR. David Bratman writes in the J. R. R. 
Tolkien Encyclopedia article ‘Parodies’ that Bored of the Rings was the first Tolkien parody to 
be released commercially (Bratman 2007: 503). Other Tolkien parodies that he mentions 
include i.e. Adam Roberts’ The Soddit (2005) and Sellamillion (2004) – both published under 
the name “A. R. R. R. Roberts”), and D. R. Lloyd’s Sillymarillion (2004) – the first referring to 
The Hobbit and the two latter ones to Silmarillion. A number of shorter works both in book-
form and online are mentioned, as well some novels that appear to be so clearly inspired by 
Tolkien’s legendarium that “they may be read as parodies that omit comic intent”. He notes 
that many Tolkien parodies are not really parodies per se as they mainly render the content 
humoristically instead of flounting Tolkien’s style: therefore, they are really lampoons or 
pastiches (503). While this is quite true of BotR, we shall stick to labelling it as a parody due to 
the reasons mentioned earlier in this section.  
 
 Bratman only discusses the parody briefly, and other comments by Tolkien scholars also tend 
to be even more cursory. Two Finnish Master’s Theses on the topic exist, however. Rintala 
(2010) is of relevance here as she analyses BotR as a parody, both in terms of general parody 
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with reference to fantasy as genre and as a specific parody of LotR. She covers topics such as 
how BotR represents magic, heroism, gender roles as well as language and names. She does 
not, however, discuss translation but only refers to BotR/E in her work. Leinonen (2004) 
discusses both BotR as well as the Harry Potter parody Barry Trotter. She does not discuss 
translation at length, either, but does provide the more occasional comments on the subject, 
and also includes a short appendix of selected BotR names, their translations and some of their 
allusive meanings.  
 
Considering the wealth of material found online, a complete list of Tolkien parodies would be 
too extensive for this paper. However, some of the better-known parodies that Bratman does 
not mention include works in different formats such as the BBC radio adaptation Hordes of the 
Things (1980), the musical Fellowship! (2005) covering The Fellowship of the Rings, and a live-
action parody that is included in the feature film The Fellows Hip: Rise of the Gamers (2012). 
Other literary parodies of LotR do exist but these tend to be available for e-book and not 
published by a traditional publisher but by the authors themselves8. Among the parodies 
published as traditional books, BotR probably is the most well-known, especially as it was 
published much earlier than the others. In terms of languages these parodies have been 
translated into, BotR takes victory over the others: Unesco’s Index Translatorium database 
finds that BotR has been translated into 10 different languages (German, Hungarian, Spanish, 
Polish, Latvian, French, Estonian, Norwegian and Swedish in addition to the Finnish 
translation), while The Soddit has 5 translations (Estonian, Swedish, French, Russian and 
Hungarian), Sellamillion only has 2 (German and Russian), and Sillymarillion has not been 
published in any languages other than English (UNESCO 23.8.2013). Some BotR passages have 
also been included in parody collections, e.g. a 2-page passage in The Faber Book of Parodies 
(Brett 1984: 342–344). Additionally, the impact of BotR is further exemplified by the fact that it 
is mentioned as a role model by other parodists. Michael Gerber, who wrote several Barry 
Trotter books parodying the Harry Potter fantasy series published in late 1990s and early 
2000s, specifically mentions BotR as a major influence (Kettunen 2002).  
 
                                                          
8
 These include The Lord of the Grins (c. 2012) series, including The Followship of the Ring, The Two 
Townies and The Retinue of the King by the pseudonym U. R. R. Jokin (Mark Egginton), and Dorked by 
the Rings (a diary of Middle-dirt) (2012) by Stephen Frank Vitale. 
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3.4. The Finnish translation of BotR: Loru Sorbusten herrasta  
 
Bored of the Rings was translated into Finnish by Pekka Markkula (1948–1998 (Kanerva 2002: 
7)) and published for the first time in 1983 by Soundi-kirjat/Fanzine under the name Loru 
Sorbusten herrasta. An edited republication was issued in 2002 by Kustannusosakeyhtiö Nemo. 
The original publisher is nowadays mainly known for publishing the rock-magazine Soundi 
where Markkula worked as a journalist. The magazine began publishing non-fiction books on 
rock ‘n’ roll in late 1970s, and soon expanded their market onto other genres, such as science-
fiction and fantasy (SFF). Markkula traded his journalist duties for translation, covering both 
the fields of rock ‘n’ roll and SFF (Kanerva 2002: 5–6). 
 
Timo Kanerva, the long-time editor of Soundi and Markkula’s co-worker, describes Markkula as 
hard-working and a quick translator (ibid. 6). According to the Fennica database, Markkula’s 
first translation – a science-fiction novel – was published in 1980. He appears to have 
translated approximately 45 titles. About 20 of these are SFF books, and many others are 
‘genre’ writing of some sort – such as Hunter S. Thompson’s The Great Shark Hunt, a well-
known work of gonzo-journalism (translated as Suuri hainmetsästys, 1982) (Fennica 2013, 
Kanerva 2002: 6). A dozen of Markkula’s works are translations of radio plays for the Finnish 
Broadcasting Company YLE, many of which are SFF or related genres, inlcuding writers such as 
Bram Stoker and Edgar Allan Poe. He also dramatised some of the radio plays himself, as well 
as writing a short original piece for Yleisradio together with Johanna Sinisalo, who is nowadays 
known for her acclaimed SFF novels (Fennica 2013, Sinisalo 1998). 
 
The most profilic writers Markkula translated are perhaps Isaac Asimov and Douglas Adams. 
He translated 3 novels of Asimov’s novels and a radio play, as well as Adams’s first Hitchhiker 
novel, The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy (Linnunradan käsikirja liftareille, 1981). While 
Markkula did not work on the other 4 Hitchhiker novels, he did translate and dramatise all of 
the radio play series relating to the novels (Fennica 2013)9. It is noteworthy that the Hitchhiker 
books and radio plays are science-fiction parodies (The Encyclopedia of Science Fiction 1993: 
1051, Lankinen 1998: 9), albeit general ones: Adams mocks the cliches of science fiction at 
large (Sisättö 2004: 18) (see also section 4.1. for general and specific parody) instead of 
                                                          
9
 It is noteworthy that the 3 latter series of radio plays were produced in Finland in 1991 and 1995, but 
were, apparently, only produced by the BBC over 10 years later (BBC 2005).   
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focusing on a specific precursor text. In addition to his imaginative plot twists, Adams’s 
humour also lies in his extravagant use of language (Lankinen 1998: 9). 
 
In the opinion of Johanna Vainikainen-Uusitalo, an award-winning translator of fiction and 
fantasy especially, Markkula was a genious. She explains that his “unbelievable verbal 
virtuosity made a great impression” on her when reading the Hitchhiker translation and BotR/F 
did not fall far behind (Vainikainen-Uusitalo, 31.10.2013). When analysing Markkula’s success 
in translating BotR, Vainikainen-Uusitalo’s comment is especially valuable considering the fact 
that she is a founding member of the Finnish Tolkien Society, and has translated some Tolkien 
herself. She, therefore, has the expertise to assess Markkula’s work from both the point of 
view of translation as well as Tolkien fandom. As SFF parodies with humour and verbal 
richness, BotR and the Hitchhiker have certain strong similarities. Taking into account 
Markkula’s gifts in verbal magic, and the fact that humour was close to Markkula’s heart 
(Kanerva 2002: 6), it appears that Markkula was the perfect choice for translating these works. 
 
When reviewing the Finnish translation of Adams’s Dirk Gently's Holistic Detective Agency 
(translated by Hilkka Pekkala as Dirk Gentlyn holistinen etsivätoimisto, 1989), Markkula himself 
comments his own Adams translations by saying that he had taken far greater liberties – and 
“got away with it”10 – than Pekkala who has a more discrete approach. Despite this difference 
and the fact that the two translators may give the Finnish readership a somewhat different 
impression on Adams’s style of writing, Markkula describes Pekkala’s translation as excellent 
(Markkula 1989). 
 
Kanerva explains in his introduction to the 2002 edition that BotR/F gained some favourable 
reviews but attracted very little attention and measly sales figures when it was first released. 
This annoyed Markkula tremendously as he had put a great deal of effort into translating 
Beard and Kenney’s linguistic tricks (2002: 5). One of the reasons for the minor interest in the 
work may be, as the fantasy researcher Vesa Sisättö states that the book and its translation 
were ahead of their time (2007: 501). He does not explicitly state the reason for this appears 
to refer to the fact that while there was some supply and demand of fantasy literature in 
Finland in the 1980s, the real boom did not begin before the 1990s. Additionally, fantasy was 
still regarded to be literature suitable mainly for children and teenagers (ibid). 
 
                                                          
10
 These words are written in English although the rest of the text is in Finnish.  
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Despite the lack of interest when the translation was first published, it began gaining a cult 
following in the next two decades. One of my informants explained to me that even a fan film 
was made among Tolkien fans in Helsinki: Smial11 Telcontar, a Helsinki Tolkien club, worked on 
their film “Minä ja möhöhöhöö eli Loru Sorbusten herrasta” (approximately: “Me and 
mwhahahaha, or The Bored of the Rings”) for several years in the mid-1990s. The adaptation 
was specifically based on the Finnish translation of the book and, even if some artistic freedom 
was taken, the main storyline was true to the parody. 
 
At around the same time, roleplayers and fantasy geeks became interested in the book, buying 
all the copies of the 1983 edition that had been gathering dust at bookstores. Library copies 
were constantly on loan and, eventually, a great number of them were either stolen or had to 
be withdrawn from the collections due to them being in such a bad shape after being read so 
many times  (Kanerva 2002: 5). The Peter Jackson film adaptation of The Fellowship of the 
Ring, released in 2001, futher increased the interest in the book. Kanerva mentions that 
people even tried to buy the archived copies from the editorial office, and he received a 
multitude of messages requesting a reprint (ibid.).  
 
Finally, the translation was re-released almost two decades after its first printing in 2002. The 
success of the Peter Jackson films and the rising popular interest on Tolkien clearly played a 
part in convincing the publisher to bring the book back: the 2002 edition sports a new cover 
illustration clearly portraying a slightly distorted Elijah Wood – the actor who plays Frodo 
Baggins in the Jackson films. It appears that this second coming of the translation was a hit, as 
the book spent four consecutive months on the Finnish top-10 list of most sold translated 
works of fiction in late 2002 and early 2003 (HS, 2002–2003). Coincidentally, the LotR/F also 
appears on the list on all these occasions.  
3.5. Structure and differences of the 1983 and 2002 editions of BotR/F  
Comparing the structure of the main text in the two BotR/F editions, the division to the 
Prologue and the 10 numbered chapters remains identical to BotR/E in both 1983 and 2002 
editions. The map does not appear in either edition, but both editions do include Beard and 
Kenney’s original foreword. The 2002 edition also has the new introduction by Kanerva (5–7) 
mentioned above. The main text in the 1983 and 2002 editions is not identical, but has been 
edited to a degree for the re-publication. It is evident that both cultural and temporal distance 
                                                          
11
 Within Tolkien’s legendarium, the word ’smial’ refers to a hobbit hole. In Tolkien fandom, however, it 
is also used to refer to local Tolkien clubs. 
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played a part in the editing process. Kanerva explains in his introduction that the new edition 
had been slightly amended and typographical errors had been corrected (2002: 5). He clarified 
to me that he himself was responsible for the editing, and explained that most of the 
typographical errors did not derive from the 1983 edition itself but from the scanning process 
of the text which mutated a large number letters with incorrect but similar-looking ones. In 
addition to correcting these errors, Kanerva would refer to BotR if a passage in the translation 
sounded odd to him, and polish or change the passage if it felt necessary to him. Some of 
these changes had to do with cultural distance: many of the allusions in BotR were and are not 
familiar to Finns, and despite Kanerva and Markkula pondering over them together, figuring 
out what the references meant was problematic in the 1980s without the help of internet. 
With the help of more cultural information available, Kanerva transformed some of the 
allusions to be more understandable to Finns or more consistent with the source text (Kanerva 
19.10.2013). 
 
To discover how much the texts differ, I compared 10 pages in detail (from the beginning of 
chapter 9, BotR/F1983 137–146, BotR/F2002 145–155) as well as a more cursory comparison 
of the names in the editions in their entirety. The first inspection revealed there to be 
approximately 120 changes within the 10 pages, not including some consistent typographical 
changes such as the 1983 edition using italics to denote newspaper headlines while the 2002 
version uses all-capitals instead. Despite the great number of changes, a wide majority of them 
were quite minor and had to do with punctuation or slight differences with sentence 
structures, spelling, or the vocabulary used. Among the approximately 10 greater changes, 
only one of which was name-related yet is not part of the corpus, most were the result of the 
text being changed to suit the 21st century. For example, a mention of telephone shares 
collapsing (BotR/F1983 145) has been changed to refer to stock exchange rates (BotR/F2002 
153). Temporal distance and its effects in reducing understandability have, therefore, been 
taken into account. However, the text has not been rendered unrecognisable but many of the 
1980s references remain. If the results are representative of the changes in the 2002 edition in 
its entirety, it is evident that the changes are numerous yet most are quite minor from the 
perspective of the general readership.  
 
When it comes to the separate inspection of names throughout the book, there are 
approximately 10 relevant changes, with 4 of them being part of the corpus, while the rest are 
general allusions with no LotR-referent with the exception of one name of a monster. The first 
one, the BotR last name Gangree has been retained as such in 1983 (e.g. page 22). As this does 
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not mean anything in Finnish, the insult and the reference to “gangrene” is missed in this 
version. Therefore, Kanerva has translated the name literally into into Kuolio (20).  
 
Another relatively straight-forward case is that of 1983 Dorga, meaning roughly “a dork” or 
“stupid”. When introducing himself, Fritzu mentions Dorga as his father (69) which is 
consistent with LotR and LotR/F in which Frodo’s father’s name is Drogo. In BotR, however, the 
same passage says ”Frito, son of Dildo” (53). Earlier in the book, however, Frito is explicitly 
mentioned to be Dildo’s nephew (BotR/E 3) but the names of Frito’s parents are not 
mentioned. BotR/F2002 shows loyalty to the source text by returning Dorga into Dildo (72), 
even if it loses the joke on Drogo’s insulting name. 
 
The last two cases are more complex. The BotR geographic name Ngaio Marsh refers to a New 
Zealand crime novelist with the same name (HarperCollins.co.uk 2013a) as well as to the name 
Dead Marshes in LotR. The connection between an author of murder mysteries and the LotR 
marsh which is linked to death both historically and name-wise is obvious. The two 
occurrences of this name have resulted in two different translations in 1983, perhaps by 
mistake. The first translation omits the allusion and has the more insult-based Haisevat suot 
(29), meaning “stinky marshes”. The latter occurrence, Ngaion eli Itsemurhaajien suo (129), 
means approximately “Ngaio’s or suicide-committers’ marsh” is a mixture of translation 
strategies (see section 4.4.) as it partially retains the allusion when retaining Ngaio, offers the 
reader some guidance with the reference to suicide, and partially translates it word-for-word 
with suo for Marsh. It is possible that an allusion to Ngaio Marsh would have been intelligible 
to Finnish readers in 1983, as at least 7 of her novels were published in Finnish between 1957 
and 1981 (Fennica 2013). Retaining her full name, however, was probably out of the question 
as the last name Marsh contained important geographic information which had to be 
communicated in some manner. It is unclear where the reference to suicide comes from, but it 
may have implied Marsh’s detective stories as at least one of them, A Grave Mistake, includes 
a murder that looks like a suicide at first glance (HarperCollins.co.uk 2013b). The allusion may 
have been easily missed, however, but the translation may have functioned as a general joke, 
at least, if the marsh is considered to be a common place for committing a suicide. 
Additionally, there reference to death and, therefore, to LotR, remains.  
 
In the 2002 edition, both of the occurrences of Ngaio Marsh appear as Kerttukaarina Suosalmi 
(29, 137), referring to the Finnish author Kerttu-Kaarina Suosalmi (1921–2001) (KKK 1998: 
905). As a novelist, while not an author of crime stories, she could allusively correspond to 
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Ngaio Marsh especially as her last name, combining the Finnish words for “marsh” and “strait, 
channel”, is fitting as a geographic reference. However, the reference to death is omitted, and 
the informant survey suggests that Suosalmi is not very well known, as only one of the 
informants was able to identify her as being an author while the others did not catch the 
allusion. Despite this, her name functions as a general gag even to readers who do not 
recognise the reference to her. 
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4. Theory 
4.1. Parody and humour 
While it is difficult to come to an agreement of a definition of the term parody that would suit 
all scholars (Dentith 2000: 6), many of the the prevailing ones should be useful enough for the 
purposes of this study. Some of the older definitions emphasise that parody imitates the form 
of a previous work but changes the content (Waugh, quoting Kiremidjian (1969: 232), 1984: 
68), while others note that often it is both the style as well as content that are imitated and 
changed (Rose 1993: 43, 45). A wide definition which also allows for the previous description is 
provided by Simon Dentith who defines parody as “any cultural practice which provides a 
relatively polemical allusive imitation of another cultural production or practice” (2000: 9, 37). 
Dentith also refers to Linda Hutcheon who argues that polemical tones are often not present in 
parodies in contemporary times. Upon this Dentith clarifies his definition by adding that the 
parody can allude to and criticize not only its hypotext but also the real world (2000: 16). 
 
A usual characteristic of parody is a “comic discrepancy of incongruity between the original 
work and its ‘imitation’ or transformation” (Rose 1993: 37). This is often a source of humour 
(ibid: 31) – while parody does not necessarily have to generate laughter in the reader, the 
entertainmental value is still a central element in the genre, not to mention that comic devices 
enable for the criticism that a parody may carry to sink in better to its readers. Additionally, 
while parody is a good means for criticism, comedy still sometimes is the only reason a piece of 
parody is created (Dentith 2000: 37–38). 
 
In humour research in general, there are three main classes of humour theories: incongruity, 
hostility/superiority, and release theories. I shall focus on the first one as the contrast between 
LotR and BotR is a major source of humour in the parody, but shall first provide short 
explanations on the two other theories. The superiority theory is characterised by hostility or 
aggression towards the person or object that is made fun of: it makes the recipient feel 
superior to the object of humour, and Bergson characterises this kind of humour as preventing 
people from engaging into unacceptable behaviour in society. Release theory, on the other 
hand, has perhaps an opposing view, as it frees from the normal protocol, e.g. by using word-
play (Attardo, 1994: 49–50). Incongruity has, under the general term of humor, been 
characterised as early as Aristotle as something that does not fit the context, while Kant 
qualifies laughter as a “sudden transformation of a strained expectation into nothing”. 
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Schopenhauer notes the term incongruity “between a concept and and the real objects” in his 
definition of laughter (Attardo, 1994: 47–48). 
 
A parodic text may allude to a single source or to a wider range of texts and cultural 
conventions: in these terms a parody can be named to be specific or general. Dentith clarifies 
the distinction by mentioning  the parodic poems included in Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland 
which have specific precursor texts that they parody, and Don Quijote which parodies a whole 
genre in general, without having a single specific text in mind (Dentith 2000: 7). When it comes 
to the material of this study, BotR consistently refers to LotR from its title to its plot and 
events. Additionally, the name of the book is accompanied with the text “A parody of J.R.R. 
Tolkien’s The Lord of the Rings”, and the authors themselves explicitly state in their preface 
that Tolkien’s work was the source for the parody. Therefore, it is clear that we are dealing 
with a specific type of parody. However, being a specific parody does not exclude also being 
the other, and it can be reasonably argued that BotR is also a general parody if one analyses it 
in terms of fantasy as a genre (Rintala 2010, provides a detailed analysis on this).  
 
In addition to the distinction between specific and general parodies, parody can appear as 
either “fully developed and formal” or as separate parodic allusions (Dentith 2000: 7). As BotR 
covers most of LotR, it clearly falls under the category of the fully developed parodies. 
However, it appears that Dentith’s definition of fully developed parodies encompasses parodic 
works much shorter than full novels. This means that the extent of Alice poems would suffice 
to qualify them as fully developed parodies as, despite being short, they do parody the original 
poems in their entirety instead of only alluding to them sporadically. Despite this, there is a 
great difference between examining a parody of a relatively short poem and analysing a novel-
length parody that refers to a 1000-page epic. 
 
4.2. Translating parody 
Theory on the translation of parody is scarce: while there are studies on parody and translation 
individually, as well as on translating humour in general, not much has been written on the 
two as a combined matter. Most translation textbooks do not appear to discuss parody at all – 
at least if their indexes are to be trusted – and even wider encyclopedias lack information on 
the topic. For example, the nearly 3000-page, 3-part, trilingual Übersetzung Translation 
Traduction (2004–2011) encyclopedia has only three mentions of parody in its over 100-page 
index: one each for the headers “Parodie”, “parody” and “parody: interlingual and intercultural 
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functioning” (c.f. Kittel et. al. 2011). The English words “pastiche”, “lampoon”, “spoof” or 
“travesty” are not found in the index (however, the German cognate “Travestie” does have 2 
hits, one of which occurs in conjunction with “Parodie”). The hit on “Parodie” in German 
simply mentions parody as a secondary text along with other adaptations such as translation 
and travesty. The hits in English both appear in the same article the first of the English ones 
only briefly mentions the idea of translating a non-parodic and non-humorous text in a parodic 
way. The latter does not help with the search of theory, either, but does point out, correctly, 
that “[f]urther research into humorous poetry would be productive, as would analysis of the 
interlingual and intercultural functioning of parody” (Selle, 2004, 881). 
 
The Bibliography of Interpreting and Translation (Bitra 2013) and The Benjamins Translation 
Studies Bibliography (Benjamins 2013) databases do provide a larger number and more varied 
hits when the search term “parody” is used: the former reaches 35 results in different 
languages while the latter results in 27 hits. When the overlap is between these databases is 
eliminated, there are 50 separate articles and books of which 34 are in English. However, many 
of these hits do not in fact speak of the act of translating parody, but instead refer to 
translating a non-parodic text in a parodic manner or use the term ‘parody’ as a near-synonym 
to the terms ‘translation’ and ‘imitation’. On the other hand, the ones that do discuss the 
translation of parody often do this in a very brief manner, without the subject being the main 
concern. Both general theory on how to translate parody as well as wider analyses on case 
studies on the subject are scarce. Out of the handful useful results, I have had access to three: 
Lefevere (1992), Bogaert (2001) and Leclercq (1985) which are discussed below. However, as 
the third one is in French, only a very general comment regarding it will be given. 
 
Looking at a Finnish context, the two volumes of Suomennoskirjallisuuden historia (2006–
2007), covering the history of literary translation into Finnish, do mention parody on 17 
different occasions according to the index (c.f. Riikonen et. al. 2007). However, the art of 
translating a parody is not discussed: the index hits tend to simply mention that a particular 
work is a parody or that a writer has a parodic way of writing, with the rare reference to the 
act making a parodic translation of a non-parodic work. No insight on the issues a translator 
faces when translating parody is offered. 
 
One of the only texts on translating parody in more general terms I have been able to find 
comes from André Lefevere’s book Translating Literature: Practice and Theory in a 
Comparative Literature Context (1992). Unfortunately, the subchapter on parody is only 5 
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pages long (pages 44–49), and cannot, therefore, discuss the topic in depth. Sadly, Lefevere 
does not discuss BotR-type of parodies i.e. ones that parody a longer text, such as a novel, in 
more of less in its entirety. Instead, he focuses on short poems and individual lines that are 
parodied – quite similarly to the parody poems in Alice. Neither does he offer terminology on 
how to call the four possible texts.  
 
Lefevere writes that parody may be the most demanding type of text to translate due to there 
being two source texts. Here he refers to the the parody and the work being parodied: while 
he later mentions the difficulty in choosing a new text to be the source of the parody if the 
original work has not been translated into TL, he does not discuss the added complexity of 
having three source texts instead of only two (44–45). No matter how many actual source 
texts you have, Lefevere rightly notes that “the translation of parody requires alertness to the 
work(s) parodied” and that “[a] parody is succesfully translated only if readers in the target 
culture find it funny”. For the latter to happen, Lefevere notes that the target culture readers 
have to be familiar with the source literature, and that this is often difficult as such cannot 
even be expected from source culture readers. If the readers lack the required knowledge, the 
translator does not have many means to make the parody work (44). Fortunately, when it 
comes to BotR we can quite safely assume that this is not a problem. As BotR is a specific 
parody of a well-known novel which has been translated into the target language, the target 
culture audience will be familiar enough with the original – this differs from short and implicit 
parodic passages that Lefevere discusses in which the reader may not even notice the 
intertextuality. Additionally, after Peter Jackson’s Lord of the Rings film adaptations – and the 
current enthusiasm surround his films on The Hobbit, one of which has been released by the 
time of the writing of this, and two are to come – one can assume that almost anyone who 
would consider picking up a copy of BotR will be acquainted enough with LotR to understand 
the parody. Even though some details and scenes present in BotR do not appear in the LotR 
films, most of the general plotline is covered. As noted in the section 3.4., the film-related 
cover of the 2002 edition of BotR/F proves that the film-generation Tolkien fans are an 
important target audience in Finland, at least. 
 
Most research available on translating parody relates to individual parodic allusions instead of 
the fully developed and formal parodies that BotR represents. While research on the latter 
theme appears to be non-existent, analysis on the former topic mainly covers different 
translations of the parodic poems in Lewis Carroll’s Alices Adventures in Wonderland and not 
much else. While those are useful resource to a degree, the individual parodic allusions are a 
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subject that fundamentally different from the one at hand and does not cover many of the 
aspects at work with respect to translating BotR. The parodic poems in Alice are quite short 
and stand relatively independently from the general storyline. When BotR has a single source 
text, the Alice poems are isolated from one another and all have their sources. As said, the 
Alice research does not cover the subject of full-scale parodies of entire novels such as BotR – 
not to mention not meeting the need for a more general theory12. It is revealing that the two 
other texts, Bogaert and Leclercq both concentrate on translations of the Alice poems. While 
these are useful to a degree, the problem remains that research on translating long parodic 
works cannot be found.  
 
Thankfully, Maarten Bogaert does provide some more general comments on the relationship 
of the source and target texts. As Margaret Rose notes, most parodies include two texts, if not 
more, as well as two different worlds (1993: 40). At least two competing terminologies exist 
when it comes to naming these texts. Gérard Genette gives the parody the name hypertext 
while the text which is the object of parody is called a hypotext (1997: 5). However, when it 
comes to translation and the relationships between source and target texts, Genette’s terms 
are not quite sufficient. When analysing translations of parodies, there are often, though not 
always, four texts: 1) the original text and 2) its translation as well as 3) the parody and 4) its 
translation. This also means that the familiar translation terminology – source text and target 
text – is not enough for the purposes of studying parody in translation, as there is not one, not 
two, but three source texts for BotR/F as well as three target texts for LotR. Bogaert (2001: 18–
19) provides a group of terms which are translated from Dutch to English in a slightly adapted 
form. The terminology and its relation to the data in this study is visualised in the following 
table: 
 
 
Prototext 1 Metatext 1 = Source text 1
LotR/E LotR/F
Prototext 2 = Source text 2 Metatext 2 = Target text
BotR/E BotR/F  
 
 
Table 1 (adapted from Bogaert 2001: 18–19): Terminology for research on parody translations  
                                                          
12
 For a look at Finnish Alice translations, see Oittinen, Riitta (1997) Liisa, Liisa ja Alice: matkakirja. 
Vammala: Tampere University Press. 
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Admittedly, the terminology represented here is still somewhat confusing, as Bogaert’s terms 
overlap with one another and often diverge from each other by a number only. This makes it 
more difficult for the reader to follow the logic of the written analysis. Therefore, I shall keep 
using the text-specific abbreviations such as LotR/E and BotR/F in this study. 
4.3. Real and imagined cultures and the passing of time 
The differences between the source and target cultures as well as the possible distance in time 
between the writing and translating of a text have an effect on translating as well as on the 
way the text and its translation are analysed. While the contrast between real cultures causes 
certain complications in translating, the existence of an imaginary world adds a separate 
cultural layer for the translator to handle. 
4.3.1. Primary and Secondary worlds 
In his essay “On Fairy-stories”, Tolkien wrote about Primary and Secondary Worlds. The 
Primary world refers to the real world while the Secondary World is the world of fantasy (i.e. 
the work of fiction) which is distinct and different from the Primary World (MC 132). The 
Secondary World often includes elements that are impossible in the Primary World, such as 
magic or a green sun, but creating such a world is no simple task: “To make Secondary World 
inside which the green sun will be credible [...] will probably require labour and thought, and 
will certainly demand a special skill, a kind of elvish craft” (ibid.: 140). The distinction between 
Primary and Secondary World is useful not only when analysing fantasy but also when it comes 
to parody and the incongruity it often employs (see section 4.1.). Additionally, while the 
hobbits and the Shire in LotR have similarities to England, they still, underneath this level of 
familiarity, represent the imaginary Secondary World. Moreover, Middle-earth has a wealth of 
cultures with marked cultural distance between them. 
4.3.2. Cultural distance 
 
An interesting aspect with these four texts is that they represent a considerable amount of 
cultural and temporal distance – both when it comes to the relationships between all four 
texts as well as the modern day. Christiane Nord describes cultural distance as “the ‘horizon’ of 
sender and recipient, i.e. any knowledge they have stored in their memories” (Nord 1991: 88), 
while temporal distance is a more easily measured one: simply a distance in time. While there 
already is some cultural and temporal distance when it comes to LotR and LotR/F (England in 
the mid-1950s vs. Finland in the mid-1970s), this should not be a great problem as LotR takes 
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place in a Secondary World instead of the Primary World. Middle-earth is not part of the same 
reality as our world is and the source text does not refer to the real world in terms. Therefore, 
the cultural distance between the source and target cultures should not be a great dilemma, at 
least when it comes to allusive matters. However, there are cases when translators add 
incorrect cultural information which is problematic on several levels. Vincent Ferre et. al. 
mention how F. Ledoux’s French translation of LotR makes the mistake of using anachronisms 
e.g. when describing the hobbits’ complicated family ties. When Tolkien writes that two 
hobbits are “first and second cousin, once removed either way” [original italics], Ledoux 
translates them as being related à la mode de Bretagne, “in the style of Brittany” [my 
translation] instead of the source text’s more detailed yet non-geographically affiliated 
version. Ferre et. al. mention how this disturbs the reader from picturing Middle-earth as 
genuine on its own and separate from the ‘real world’ (Ferre et al. 2003: 55). I would also 
argue that in terms of theory of fantasy this translation choice incorrectly crosses the 
boundary between Primary and Secondary Worlds. Tolkien’s epic takes places in the Secondary 
World of Middle-earth and does not refer to the Primary World of the reader at all. The French 
translation breaks this boundary and introduces elements, i.e. places, from the Primary World 
when those should not part of the book at all. This, therefore, does not correspond to Tolkien’s 
design. Contrary to LotR, the parody definitely refers to the Primary World: this occurs easily 
twice a page. This method of parody deliberately disrupts the expectations of the reader as the 
cultural references are inappropriate to the mock-medieval setting of BotR. This also 
contradicts Tolkien’s effort of creating a world that is complex and whole on its own. In the 
translator’s point of view, the cultural distance is far greater when translating the parody than 
the original novel. 
4.3.3. Temporal distance 
When translating a text which is not very recent, one should keep the temporal distance in 
mind: connotations for different references change over time (Nord 1991: 92). Additionally, 
this may contribute to cultural distance as well by either increasing or decreasing the cultural 
differences. For example, at the time of the publication of BotR in 1969, the American and 
Finnish popular cultures may have been further apart from one another than in 1983 when the 
Finnish translation was published. Furthermore, by 2012 the cultural distance may have 
decreased even more. On the other hand, some of the allusions in BotR may not be 
understandable to modern American readers. 
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An example of how the connotations and allusions in a text change over time is the name 
Spam in BotR/E. The name refers to Frodo’s loyal companion Sam, or Samwais Gamgee, in 
LotR/E. Upon hearing the name Spam, a modern English-speaking reader may think of e-mail 
spam or a type of canned meat. In 1969, however, the former meaning did not exist: the 
Oxford English Dictionary added this meaning in 2001, with the first textual example dating 
from 1993 (OED 2012). Both meanings do bear a parodic sense which explains why neither is 
necessarily the only correct one to an English-speaking reader. The original definition of 
canned meat that is processed and is not good quality turns the loyal Sam into something 
quite different from the ever-loving and loyal servant. This definition also makes a connection 
with another LotR-character, namely, Sam’s father Ham, or Hamfast Gamgee (Haf Gangree in 
BotR). This would suggest that while the father, ham, is still “proper” meat the son is only 
processed low-quality spam. 
 
Thankfully, the more contemporary meaning of “online junk messages” fits a similar idea as it 
is something unwanted and mass-produced but it also makes the character Spam even more 
unwanted: while spam the meat is something that people knowingly buy, spam the junk mail is 
something no one wants, something with awkward sentence structures, and something that 
not only takes up bandwidth and therefore costs money but also deceives and lies to your 
face. Spam is communication in a very degraded form and, therefore, suits the parodic version 
of an honourable character quite well. To a Finnish reader, spam first and foremost refers to 
the junk e-mail messages – in earlier decades the word spam might not have had any meaning 
to a Finn. As the name Spam remains the same in BotR/F as in the source text, the temporal 
distance between the publication of the translation and of the current times has added a layer 
of meaning to both English- and Finnish-speaking audiences but Finns have benefited from it 
much more, making an obscure reference into a more familiar one, if different from the 
original. 
 
It is important to take into account the age of a text when translating as well as analysing. It is 
easy to read a text through contemporary eyes and miss connotational changes. Such has 
happened in one of the two Finnish analyses of BotR when Leinonen mentions in the appendix 
of her Master’s Thesis that the name Spam refers to online spam but has not noted that this 
would not have been the case during the time of the writing or translating of the parody 
(2004: 108). 
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4.4. Translation strategies for names 
As there is very little theory on how to translate parody, I am using and combining several 
different theories on how to translate names in different contexts. The following strategies are 
based on the practices on how names can be translated introduced by Ritva Leppihalme 
(1994), Jan Van Coillie (2006) and Albert Péter Vermes (2003). A special factor with BotR 
proper names is that they are often not what Vermes describes as “Prototypical proper names 
(that is, names without a descriptive content)” (92). Instead, they have multiple meanings and 
functions in addition to simply identifying the character that they represent.  
 
The names in BotR are in no way intended to be believable as character names: they are rarely 
intended as “just names” but, instead, always try to evoke a humoristic effect. They differ in 
this way from names in many works of serious fiction which may mean that the more ordinary 
strategies for translating names may not suffice for BotR or other parodies. This also means 
that the direct meaning and connotations of the names play an important role, prompting the 
translator to work on gaining a similar effect in the translation. As even the place-names are 
made up, the translator rarely gets to use a conventional translation equivalents i.e. exonyms 
(see strategy 3.). This means that translation strategies used for names in more ordinary fiction 
may not be suitable for BotR names which may need more special strategies. Combining and 
comparing strategies from several different scholars and contexts may help in finding 
strategies useful to our data. 
 
Leppihalme analyses potential strategies on how to translate allusions. She divides them into 
proper name (PN) allusions and keyphrase (KP) allusions – the disctinction being simply that 
the former allusions do contain a proper name while the latter do not (94). The strategies 
intended for allusive names – with 3 main supported by some sub-categories, with  7 different 
strategies are mentioned all in all – are used here, but some aspects of analysing KP allusions 
are also discussed when needed. Leppihalme’s strategies are useful to us as parody is by 
definition intertextual and allusive: in the case of BotR, the allusions point both towards 
Tolkien’s Secondary World as well as to the Primary World – mainly in the context of the 
United States in the 1960s. While all of the names in the corpus are allusive towards the LotR – 
which is discussed in terms of recognisability in both BotR/E and BotR/F (in section 6.1.) – it 
should be noted that not even nearly all of them contain Primary World allusions. Therefore, 
the strategies intended for allusive names may not be enough, but more background theory is 
needed. 
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Van Coillie’s strategies refer to character names in children’s literature, which means that they 
might not be directly suitable for geographical names. The geographical names, however, are 
covered in the Leppihalme and Vermes. While BotR cannot be quite argued to be children’s 
literature, it can be compared to the genre when it comes to translation. Coillie notes that 
character names in children’s literature are adapted more often than in adult fiction (123). Due 
to the nature of parody and the connotations different aspects – such as names – of it have, 
and due to the importance to make the reader laugh, we can presume that similar means 
regarding the names are often taken as when translating literature intended for children.  
Additionally, as mentioned in section 3.4., Tolkien’s works and the fantasy genre in general are 
still sometimes seen primarily as literature for children and young adults, and due to its 
popularity among the younger population, it can be presumed that BotR is often read by 
underaged individuals, therefore making it relevant to take children’s literature into 
consideration at least to some degree. However, some of the restrictions and advantages of 
Van Coillie’s approach when adapted to BotR can be seen from some of his reasons names 
may sometimes be translated: “If [the translator] uses the names as they are, there is a risk 
that they may have another effect than that originally intended by the author: the name may 
be too difficult to read, for example, or it may not have the desired connotations in the target 
language.” (124) While a name being “too difficult to read” should not be a big problem when 
it comes to BotR – both as it is not factually intended for children even though may be read by 
them but also because in employs purposefully nonsensical passages and names that are 
difficult to read even to an English-speaker – the losing of connotations is understandably an 
essential problem. 
 
Among the three, Van Coillie has the most detailed list of strategies with 10 separate 
categories and no subcategories. He explains all of the categories to some degree, but the 
amount of detail differs between the categories: several of them are only discussed in 6–7 
lines while some others are closer to a full page. His ideas are still generally easy to grasp as he 
does provide examples in all of his categories. 
 
To contrast with these two theories meant for more specific contexts of allusive names and 
names in children’s literature, Vermes provides a more general point of reference. He 
discusses relevant points concerning e.g. names as logical, encyclopaedic and lexical entries 
and of how these entries relate to the continuum between prototypical names and composite 
names (92), but is the most cursory of the three when it comes to the strategies: he mentions 
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4 “translation operations” and does not divide these into subcategories per se, although he 
does mention more special cases in passing – these could be considered subcategories. 
Vermes’ categories are not numbered, but I have numbered them from 1 to 4 for the sake of 
clarity. 
 
Despite the differences in their points of view, Leppihalme, Van Coillie and Vermes all have 
quite similar strategies. The differences lie in how they name and categorise their strategies 
and how detailed they are with them. Due to these similarities, we can presume that the 
mentioned strategies will function for a wide variety of names, including names in a parody. 
However, the translation strategies that Leppihalme, Vermes and Van Coillie discuss appear to 
be for genuine-sounding names, whether for the names of actual people in in real-life allusions 
or to names of ‘real’ fictitious people. Mentula’sobservations on translating LotR/E names into 
Finnish (see section 2.3.3.) have also been taken into consideration to a degree. 
 
There are five main strategies, two of which have subcategories, raising the complete number 
of strategies into seven. The strategies 1. Retention and 2. Transcription contain a single 
strategy, while 3. Translation includes two substrategies: 3a) Direct meaning-based translation 
and 3b) Partial meaning-based translation. The category 4. Substitution is also divided into two 
substrategies, with 4a) Substitution for another SC or international referent and 4b) 
Substitution for a TC referent. The last strategy, 5. Omission, stands on its own. The names of 
categories are mine, and the corresponding strategies from each three sources – as well as 
from Mentula – are introduced within each category, along with examples from the data. 
4.4.1. Retention 
The first translation strategy is the simplest to conduct – if one is dealing with the same 
ortography in both source and target languages, at least – as it reproduces the source text 
name with no changes. An example of retention in the corpus is the LotR name Bilbo which 
appears in identical form in both LotR/E and LotR/F. Similarly, the corresponding BotR/E name, 
Dildo, has been retained in BotR/F in its original form. The retention of Bilbo in LotR/F enables 
the translator to retain Dildo in BotR/F as recognisability does not become a problem. While 
the word Dildo has literal meanings in English, retaining the name has been made possible by 
the fact that the word ‘dildo’ is in use in Finnish and has the same meaning in the sense of a 
sex-toy. The non-standard meaning of ‘dildo’ in English for a stupid person, an idiot has been 
lost, however. 
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In Leppihalme, this strategy is presented as “(1) Retention of name”, found in its simplest form 
as the subcategory “(1a) use the name as such”, and includes two other substrategies “(1b) 
use the name, adding some guidance” and “(1c) use the name, adding a detailed explanation 
(e.g. a footnote)” (94). Therefore, there could be a subcategory such as “Retention with 
explanation” in this list as well, but it does not appear to be necessary as the corpus does not 
present examples of added explanations. Leppihalme’s “Retention of name” category, 
however, is much wider than the category presented here as the she complements the main 
title of her strategy by adding the words “(either unchanged or in its special TL form [...])”. 
These words appear to correspond to the strategies 2. Transcription and 3. Translation and this 
idea of special TL forms will, therefore, be discussed separately below. 
 
Van Coillie has the idea of retention under his category “1. Non-translation, reproduction, 
copying”. He concentrates on explaining the downsides of this strategy:  “This non-translation 
can have an alienating effect on the reader of the translation, which some feel could make it 
difficult for the reader to identify with the characters. Moreover, original names that are (too) 
difficult to read may spoil the mere pleasure of reading.” (125) He also gives some examples 
on cases like this, but, oddly, does not mention a single reason why or a situation in which 
using this strategy may be beneficial. Similarly to Leppihalme, Van Coillie also mentions the 
need to sometimes add information when retaining a name. He has this strategy under the 
separate entity “2. Non-translation plus additional explanation”. He too, mentions the 
distinction between adding a short textual explanation and adding a more detailed one in e.g. 
a footnote,  giving an example of how a translator could add a footnote with information on 
e.g. Wordsworth or only make a short addition within the text: “the poet Wordsworth” (125–
126). Unlike Leppihalme, however, he has both of these meanings under a single strategy.  
 
Vermes has this strategy under the name 1. “Transference” (93), and he defines it as “to 
incorporate the SL proper name unchanged into the TL text”. He mentions two reasons for 
using this strategy: either the name has no further point of reference or connotation than 
simply identifying the character or because changing the name would only confuse and not 
help the reader. Unlike the others, Vermes does not mention any special cases such as giving 
additional information but, especially compared to Van Coillie who only gives reasons not to 
use this strategy, it is noteworthy that he does state when he thinks the strategy is appropriate 
to use. In addition, Vermes gives an example relating to his second reason: a reader would be 
confused if, instead of retaining the name New York, a translator rendered it into Hungarian as 
Újváros i.e. “New City” [my translation] when the city is indeed customarily known as New 
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York in Hungarian. However, Van Coillie’s strategies do only apply to character names and not 
to geographical names such as this example. Still, I would argue that Vermes’s reasons for 
using this strategy are relevant for character names in children’s literature as well: would 
retention not be a good option if a character was named e.g. Anna and this name was common 
in both SC and TC and did not appear to carry any further connotations in the text? 
 
Additionally, while Mentula does not mention Retention as a translation strategy per se, he 
does note that the phenomenon exists. 
4.4.2. Transcription 
The strategy of Transcription can be seen as a special case of Retention (as with Leppihalme, 
below) as it usually keeps the spelling and pronunciation of a source text name quite similar to 
the original, but adapts it to suit the spelling conventions of the target language or makes the 
name easier to read. 
 
In LotR/F, the town name Bree has been transcribed into Brii, effectively retaining the English 
pronunciation by adapting the spelling to fit Finnish conventions. While Brii is a clear case of 
transcription, its sister name Briimaa (LotR/E Breeland), meaning the area around the town, is 
a combination of two strategies as the first part has been transcribed to identically to 
Bree/Brii, while the latter part ‘land’ has been directly translated into Finnish as ‘maa’ (see the 
strategy 3a) Direct meaning-based translation in section 4.4.3.). Briimaa has been categorised 
under Transcription in this study as translating the geographic qualifier is quite self-evident. 
 
BotR/F also provides a similar case of the use of several methods in a single name. The Hartz 
Mountains in BotR (LotR: Weatherhills) have been rendered into Hartsi-vuoret in BotR/F 
(LotR/F: Viimavaarat), with transcription in the first part of the name and direct meaning-
based translation in the second. However, the first part of the name with ‘hartz’ and ‘hartsi’ 
does not automatically qualify for the transcription strategy but only does so after some 
research. There is a possibility of (mis)understanding this as meaning-based translation due to 
a case of false friends in other Germanic languages. While the Finnish ‘hartsi’ – as well as the 
Swedish ‘harts’ and German ‘Harz’ – is the equivalent to the English ‘resin’, the word ‘har[t]z’ 
does not have this meaning in English. While this could refute the idea of meaning-based 
translation, the etymology of the BotR/E name would support it. The BotR/E name appears to 
refer strongly to the Hartz Mountain Corporation, a company originally selling pet supplies and 
bird food especially. As it happens, the German founder of the company took the name from 
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the real-life Harz Mountains, or simply “Harz” in German (Hartz Mountain Industries 2013, 
Business Wire 2004), giving rise to the interpretation of meaning-based translation13. However, 
we can assume that the connotation of the BotR/E name in the source culture is not linked to 
resin or the German mountain range, but only to the company itself. This can be deduced from 
the fact that the most important hilltop at the BotR/E Hartz Mountains is called Wingtip 
(LotR/E Weathertop). Therefore, the association with the company selling bird food is clear. 
Additionally, considering the BotR tendency to allude to brands and companies, as well as the 
real-life mountain range perhaps not being very well known internationally, it should be safe 
to assume that the corporation is the primary connotation. The complexity of the case does 
give some space for interpreting this as a direct meaning-based translation, as well, but 
transcription may be more suitable considering the context. 
 
The strategy of transcription appears in quite different contexts in Leppihalme, Van Coillie and 
Vermes. Van Coillie is the only one with a separate strategy for this, i.e. “4. Phonetic or 
morphological adaptation to the target language” (126). He gives a couple of examples on the 
how a spelling can be changed with regard to “phonetic equivalence” between spellings 
between English and Dutch. The issue of morphological adaptations is discussed very briefly, 
however: “Morphological adaptation is used when Martin becomes Martijn and Lavender 
Lavendel.“ (ibid.) He does not explain why these two names should necessarily be placed 
under this category and why they could not easily fall under some other categories of his (see 
section 4.4.3. for both of the following strategies). Martijn could be an example of Van Coillie’s 
strategy number 5. “Replacement by a counterpart in the target language (exonym)” because 
there he lists the example “John becames Jan”. On the other hand, Lavendel could fall into his 
category number 8. “Translation (of names with a particular connotation)” as the Dutch 
‘lavendel’ means the same as the English ‘lavender’. Van Coillie does not mention this 
meaning-based similarity. 
 
 Leppihalme implies this strategy in the main title of her main first category “(1) Retention 
(either unchanged or in its special TL form)”. While she does not explicitly state this strategy in 
the list itself, she mentions orthographical changes in the context of Latinising Greek names 
into Finnish and English later when analysing her examples (110). Vermes does not consider 
this strategy to be related to retention but instead places it as a special case under 2. 
                                                          
13
 It is worth noting that the German mountain range Harz does not appear to have a separate name in 
Finnish - or at least one is not listed in Hakulinen & Paikkala, 2013 - meaning that Hartsi-vuoret cannot 
be a case of translating using an exonym (see section 4.4.3.). 
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Substitution in which the main sense for him is conventional correspondence (see 4.4.3). 
Therefore, his category of Substitution is quite inconsistent with the definition of substitution 
that this paper uses (see 4.4.4.). Vermes does not give the method of trancription a specific 
name, but does briefly mention the principle “graphological units of the SL name are replaced 
by TL graphological units based on conventionally established correspondences” (93–4). The 
strategy of transcription also corresponds partially to Mentula’s strategy of Finnishized spelling 
and conventionality. However, as conventional name equivalents do not appear in my corpus, 
only the transcription of spelling is included in this study. 
4.4.3. Translation 
The strategy 3. Translation refers to the most traditional sense of decoding meaning between 
languages. The strategy is divided into two subcategories depending on how closely the source 
text meaning is worded into the target language. The substrategy 3a) Direct meaning-based 
translation refers to a close correspondence in meaning between the texts while the names 
under 3b) Partial meaning-based translation have looser connections but still function in a 
similar field of meaning. The substrategies are named after Mentula’s two corresponding 
categories (translated into English by me). These strategies are useful when it comes 
translating many names in both LotR and BotR as a number of them have literal meanings. In 
BotR, many of them also produce humour.  
 
A clear case of direct meaning-based translation comes with Goodgulf’s BotR/E epithet  
Greyteeth. This has been translated directly as Harmaahammas, combining the Finnish words 
for ‘grey’ and ‘tooth’. The only difference with these names is that the Finnish hammas is in 
singular while teeth is plural, but this appropriate considering how Finnish names are 
constructed. Gandalf, Goodgulf’s LotR equivalent, has the corresponding epithet Greyhame. In 
this case, partial meaning-based translation is used to render the name into Harmaahursti. 
Mentula writes that while both the English ‘hame’ and the Finnish ‘hursti’ refer to fabrics, the 
Finnish term has a slightly more specific point of reference (Mentula, 2006: 87). However, 
Mentula has categorised Harmaahursti under Use of special vocabulary but as I am not using 
this category, I have placed the name under Partial meaning-based translation, instead, as 
even Mentula’s own argumentation appears to support this (see also section 2.3.3.). 
 
Leppihalme, Van Coillie and Vermes again have dissimilar ways of covering the phenomenon of 
meaning-based translation of names. Leppihalme’s list does not include a strategy 
corresponding to this but we can find an analogous strategy in the key-phrase (KP) allusions in 
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Leppihalme’s work. There she talks about a “literal/minimum change” translation strategy and 
explains that  
 
“with the use of the term “minimum change” the emphasis is not on whether 
particular words, phrases etc. are semantic equivalents, but on the adoption 
of a strategy: whether or not the passage is translated with regard to more 
than the lexical meaning ie. whether connotations or contextual and 
pragmatic considerations are taken into account or not.” (119) 
 
We can infer the idea of Direct meaning-based translation from the use of the word ‘literal’ 
while Partial meaning-based translation can be covered with the term ‘minimum change’ 
which does not need to be a word-for-word translation. 
 
Van Coillie has this strategy under the name of “8. Translation (of names with a particular 
connotation)”. He writes that “in principle the names retain the same denotation and 
connotation: they evoke the same image and aim to produce the same humorous or emotional 
effect” (127–8). Vermes has this strategy simply as 3. Translation. As with the others, Vermes’s 
approach is not quite word-for-word, but more based on the implications created: “rendering 
the SL name, or at least part of it, by a TL expression which gives rise to the same, or 
approximately the same, analytic implications [...] as the original name (94)”. He does not 
mention different cases when this strategy could be used, as his only example is the epithets 
of historic people. This, again, perhaps underlines the peculiarity of the LotR and BotR names if 
looked in the context of general fiction instead of more special cases such as children’s 
literature. 
 
The category of Translation could also include translating names with their conventional and 
established correspondents i.e. exonyms. However, the corpus does not include names that 
have conventional equivalents. LotR takes place strictly in the Secondary World and despite 
hobbits having some personal and geographic names that also appear in England, they are not 
allusions to those specific Primary World entities, nor do they have exonyms in Finnish. BotR 
does employ Primary World names of people, brands as well as some place names. These, 
however, do not tend to have conventionalised Finnish equivalents. The geographic references 
are few and the conventional counterparts do not apply to them, e.g. the name Ipswitch does 
not have a Finnish exonym and, additionally, it is domesticated using a Finnish place name 
Köngäs, the translation strategy being Substitution (see section 4.4.4.). Considering the large 
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number of brands, it would be possible that some of them had an exonym in Finnish, as certain 
brands are known by different names in different countries14. This phenomenon, however, 
does not appear to apply to the names in the corpus. It is noteworthy, of course, that a 
plethora of BotR names outside of this data – i.e. ones which only refer to Primary World 
contexts with no LotR counterparts  – do indeed have exonyms in Finnish, e.g. a reference to 
North Koreans is naturally rendered into pohjoiskorealaiset using the correct exonym. All of 
the translation scholars do employ this strategy in their lists in one way or another (e.g. Van 
Coillie’s 5. Replacement by a counterpart in the target language (exonym), 126–7), but these 
shall not be discussed further as the data at hand does not require it. 
4.4.4. Substitution 
Substitution in general means coining a name that has a a different point of reference and 
connotation than the one in the source text. The phonetic or semantic links to the original 
name may be less obvious or non-existent. The theme and function can often – but not 
necessarily – remain, even if the more detailed connotations change. Leppihalme, Van Coillie 
and Vermes make some finer distinctions among this strategy and here, too, it is divided into 
two subcategories, 4a) Substitution for another SC or international referent and 4b) 
Substitution for a TC referent. The two subcategories in this group are formed by making the 
distinction between replacing the ST name with either another ST (or international) referent 
and replacing it with a target culture referent. These referents can either be proper nouns, and 
thus often allusive, or simply common nouns. 
 
This strategy differs from the three previous ones as it is not applied to the LotR/F names at all. 
Although the distinction between Substitution and Partial meaning-based translation may 
occasionally be quite fine, the LotR/F names with the Partial meaning-based translation label 
fall neatly into the category and do not indicate the demand for the category of Substitution. 
Similarly, Mentula has not found the need for a category such as Substitution although his 
study covers all the hundreds of names in LotR/F. Therefore, the examples from this category 
rise from BotR/F only. 
 
As an example of Substitution for another SC or international referent is the replacing of 
Legolam to Legoland (Legolas in LotR/E and LotR/F), referring to the themepark(s) created 
arounf the LEGO toy brand. While originally Danish, the company and the themeparks – of 
                                                          
14
 E.g. Unilever’s ice-cream brand Heartbrand has a different name in many countries. See Unilever 
(2013) for a very partial list or, for a wider look, access the company’s country-specific ice-cream pages 
at http://www.sharehappy.com. 
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which there are nowadays several others in addition to the one in Billund, Denmark – are well-
known internationally as well as in Finland, making it both a clear and understandable allusion 
to Finns as well as a solution that would work in many translations and even in the ST.  
 
The Substitution for a TC referent subcategory includes the BotR/F river name Mäntinoja 
(Entinoja in LotR/F), corresponding to the BotR/E Effluvium (Entwash in LotR/E). Fittingly for a 
river, the word ‘effluvium’ can refer to an outflow, it also has the meaning “a noxious or 
disgusting exhalation or odour” (OED 2013), the double meaning creating some humour in the 
parody. The Finnish translation leaves out this meaning but renders a different insult with the 
help of the equivalent LotR/F name Entinoja. This name refers to the fact that the ents live 
close to the river, and therefore calling it ”ent’s ditch”, this being a partial meaning-based 
translation of Entwash. BotR/F is able to slightly alter this name into Mäntinoja which means 
approximately ”idiot’s ditch” or ”jerk’s ditch”. Instead of insulting the river itself as being 
smelly, BotR/F insults the intelligence or personality of the people living by the river.  
 
Both Leppihalme and Van Coillie make the distinction between ST and TT referents in the 
target text while Vermes only mentions the latter case. Leppihalme’s categorisations are called 
“2a) replace the name by another SL name” and “2b) replace the name by a TL name” (93). 
Van Coillie is the only one to mention an international referent instead of an ST one only with 
his 6. “Replacement by a more widely known name from the source culture or an 
internationally known name with the same function” (127). This is followed by the TL 
equivalent 7. “Replacement by another name from the target language (substitution)” (ibid.). 
Vermes only takes this latter option into account by mentioning, under the strategy of 
Modification, the possibility of 4a “choosing for the SL name a TL substitute which is logically, 
or conventionally, unrelated or only partly related to the original” (94). 
 
Van Coillie is the only one to make yet another distinction. While the previous subcategories 
deal with existing names which are often allusive, Van Coillie, coming from the children’s 
literature point of view, realises that the need for new coinages sometimes arises. He takes 
this into account with the category 9. “Replacement by a name with another or additional 
meaning” (when he writes “name” here, he is of course referring to the end product, i.e. the 
name in TT, instead of a name already in use in one culture or another). 
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4.4.5. Omission 
The last strategy presents leaving out a name completely and, therefore, losing all of its 
connotations. It is also possible to retain some of the connotations by e.g. using a pronoun or a 
noun, but this does not occur in the data. The complete omission is very scarce as well, and 
does not occur in LotR/F. A rare example of omission in the data is the BotR/E geographic 
name Lithui (LotR/E Ered Lithui) which is briefly mentioned in a poem. The content of the 
poem is slightly altered in BotR/F, and no geographic name, pronoun, or any other reference 
to a place appears. 
 
Leppihalme has both the sense of complete omission as well as replacing a name with a noun 
or a pronoun as subcategories to “3. Omission of name” (94), while Van Coillie has them under 
the separate categories of 3. “Replacement of a personal name by a common noun” (126) and 
10. “Deletion” (129). Vermes mentions omission briefly under the category of Modification 
(94). The term generalisation is also mentioned in the same context. These strategies are not 
explained, but appear to correspond direcly to the strategies discussed here. 
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5. Methodology 
All personal and geographic names were first collected from BotR/E. After this, their LotR/E 
correspondents were defined and names not present in LotR/E were eliminated from the data. 
The correlations were not always unambiguous, meaning that some background research had 
to be conducted and the situation concerning certain borderline cases to be determined. For 
the most part, only a single name for the same referent was admitted (see below for more 
specific information and examples on these two matters). The Finnish equivalents of the 
names in LotR/F and BotR/F were determined, resulting in a list of 372 entities, 369 of which 
were names and 3 were omissions. 
 
The BotR/E and BotR/F names were assigned values based on how recognisable they were 
compared to the corresponding LotR/E and BotR/F names, respectively. The categories and 
values were (very) recognisable (1), somewhat recognisable (0.5) and not recognisable (0). The 
similarity of common geographic qualifiers such as -wood did not suffice for a name to be 
recognisable but could only be used to supplement the recognisability of the other parts of the 
name. The recognisability values were then added up for the two languages and for personal 
and geographic names, and the overall recognisability of names was compared between 
BotR/E and BotR/F. The recognisability values were also referred to in later analysis concerning 
translation strategies in BotR/F when needed. 
 
The translation strategy for each name in LotR/F and BotR/F was defined. The use of the 
strategies in the two texts were compared both in general terms, i.e. how often each strategy 
was used and what differences arose between the texts, as well as with respect to the 
similarities and differences in the use of translation strategies with each name specifically: do 
the texts use the same strategies for any specific names and, if not, is there consistency with 
the use of separate strategies, such as a certain LotR/F strategy often coinciding with another 
BotR/F strategy. 
 
A small informant survey was conducted at the summer meet-up of the Finnish Tolkien Society 
(Suomen Tolkien-seura Kontu ry) in Miehikkälä, Finland, during 18.–21.7.2013. The survey 
consisted of 2 pages, first of which inquired on whether the informants had read LotR or BotR 
in any language, and asked for general comments on the parody. The second page included 8 
allusive BotR/F names – 4 personal names, and 4 geographic ones – with their LotR/F 
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counterparts mentioned, asking the informant's opinion on what each name was referring to. 
Most of these names and their allusions were presumed to be difficult ones either due to the 
allusion not being common knowledge any longer or because they perhaps never were. The 
survey corraborated this hypothesis. The survey produced 14 responses but many of them 
were not completely filled-in: only about half of them had all or most of the name-related 
questions answered. The informants were born between 1966 and 2000, and some had read 
the parody in the 1980 while others had read it in recent years. Most of the results, however, 
fell beyond the boundaries of this thesis. 
 
As mentioned, the focus of this study is on personal and geographical names. This means that 
a wide range of other interesting names in LotR and BotR are excluded such as names of races, 
animals, monsters, un-geographic place-names like inns, and names of inanimate objects such 
as the LotR/E names One Ring or the sword Andúril. This also means that the race terms hobbit 
and boggie are not part of the data, but the related place-names Hobbiton and Boggietown 
are. As I am comparing the LotR and BotR names with one another, it is essential that the 
names have clear counterparts in both texts. As BotR does not include a version of the LotR 
Appendices, they have been ruled out of the material as irrelevant. Due to unclarities, a 
number of problematic BotR names had to be omitted: some of these can be easily excluded 
as they are clearly just additions with no relevance to LotR, but some cases are more 
ambiguous.  These include 1) random references to Primary World that do not inhere in the 
storyline 2) general parody characters and places and 3) unclear correlations between BotR 
and LotR. The first one rules out a plethora of random BotR references that do not have an 
equivalent of any sort in LotR: for example, at a battle in BotR the enemy forces are throwing 
the “collected works of Rod McKuen” (133) at the (anti)heroes. This passage refers to a US 
singer, songwriter and poet, and to the large extent of his published works, and only serves as 
a general jocular remark that does not refer to LotR itself and does not add much to the BotR 
storyline, either. A place-name example is a reference to the moving forest of Birnam Wood 
from Shakespeare’s Macbeth which is also only used as an isolated gag, referring to the 
boggies’ family trees as having “roots about as steady as Birnham [sic] Wood” (xviii)15. When it 
                                                          
15
 Interestingly, however, Tolkien commented on Birnam Wood specifically in a letter to W.H. Auden in 
1955 (Letters, #163, page 212) in which he stated his disappointment in how Shakespeare used the 
forest. He added that he had long wanted to “devise a setting in which the trees might really march to 
war” and in the end did this with the ents in LotR. It is unclear if the parodists knew about this: while 
Letters was only first published in 1981 and could therefore not have been the source, Tolkien’s letter to 
Auden related specifically to a radio talk on LotR that Auden was giving - it is not impossible that the 
information would have been mentioned in the program or elsewhere in the media and that the 
parodist would have heard about it. It is safer to assume, however, that the connection is coincidental. 
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comes to the second point, there are some BotR characters and places that do belong to the 
storyline but do not have specific LotR counterparts: they may be based upon several 
characters, or it is possible that no specific equivalent was even meant, and a general 
character has been added to represent a non-specific supporting character. The third point is 
very much connected to the second: a name appears to represent a specific character or a 
place but there is textual evidence that opposes the connection.   
 
In LotR, many places have a multitude of names used in different cultures and languages, or 
they have had a different name at some point in history which has fallen out of use. This is true 
to many characters as well, and they may also have bynames, nicknames, pseudonyms and 
additional titles. Some characters even have hate names. BotR shows similar tendencies when 
it comes to the number of names, especially as the parody sometimes exaggerates the wealth 
of names and displays even more names to a character than the original text. Due to the 
wealth of the material, the data included has been defined in more detailed terms. In general, 
only one name relating to a specific character or a place has been included. However, there is 
a slight difference when it comes to including the character names and the geographical 
names: characters only have one name included – but both first and last names if the latter 
appears – while there are some rarer cases when several names for a single georaphic entity 
have been included. The main reason for this distinction is that characters often have a whole 
plethora of names and titles but their “main” name is still easily distinguishable. While places 
also have additional names, these are often not quite as numerous, and occasionally it is 
difficult to distinguish the main name for a place out of two competing choices. In those cases 
it has been best to include both as the alternative would have been to drop both or to pick 
only one over the other while lacking sound arguments on how to make the choice between 
the two.  
 
All in all, only a character’s primary and most generally used name has been included in the 
analysed data. This means that the name included may occasionally be a nickname instead of 
the most official name the character has. This applies for example to the LotR/E hobbit cousins 
Merry and Pippin – who are officially called Meriadoc and Peregrin, respectively – whose 
BotR/E names Moxie and Pepsi are based on the shorter nicknames and not the longer and 
fancier ones. However, their last names, Brandybuck and Took respectively, have not been 
included due to the fact that in BotR they are brothers and share a last name. This means that 
their last name does not have an unambiguous correspondent in LotR, and their last names 
have thus been omitted. In a rare case, a character does not have a proper last name but a 
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byname has been considered to function as such, e.g. in the case of LotR/E Gandalf Greyhame 
and the BotR/E equivalent Goodgulf Greyteeth. 
 
The problem with ambiguous names and general inconsistency towards LotR storyline arises 
with the BotR characters Barbisol, Beltelephon, Nabisco – all of them ancient kings who are 
only briefly referred to by more integral characters or by the narrator. These historical figures 
could be the equivalents of the LotR king Elendil or his sons Isildur and Anárion, but the BotR 
references are confusing and inconsistent with one another. The first name, king Barbisol of 
Twodor, is mentioned in a BotR/E poem which recounts a battle of old (39–40). Arrowroot 
carries Barbisol’s sword and is descended from Barbisol, meaning that the LotR equivalent of 
Barbisol would be king Elendil (e.g. FR, II, iii, 269). Arrowroot is also titled “Barbisol’s heir”: 
while Aragorn is more often titled as “Isildur’s heir” or “the heir of Isildur” (FR II, ii, 241; RK, V, 
ii, 764; vi, 829; ix, 858) than “Elendil’s heir” (TT, III, vi, 499; RK, XI, v, 943), the link between 
Barbisol and Elendil is strong and clear. The main complication comes in an unrelated passage 
in BotR, describing how Twodor’s capital Minas Troney – the LotR referent being Minas Tirith – 
was built.  
 
The city itself dated back to the Olden Days when Beltelephon the Senile decreed 
rather inexplicably that there be built in this flat land a royal ski lodge of 
wondrous beauty. Unfortunately the old King cashed in before he saw ground 
broken and his hydrocephalic son, Nabisco the Incompetent, typically misread the 
late codger’s vague blueprints and ordered somewhat more prestressed concrete 
than necessary for the original design. The result was Minas Troney or “Nabisco’s 
Folly.” (BotR/E 124) 
 
In LotR, it is unclear who founded the city of Minas Tirith, or, as it was originally called, Minas 
Anor. It appears that Minas Anor was the city of Anárion but this mainly refers to him living 
there while his brother, the joint king, ruled from city of Minas Ithil (Foster 1993: 262). It can 
be presumed that the city was founded by one of both of the two brothers – or their people, at 
least – which would mean that the founder’s father, king Beltelephon, would refer to – who 
else – king Elendil who already has a counterpart in Barbisol. As this matter is, firstly, unsolved 
in LotR – as well as only implied to in the Appendices which are not part of the material – and 
inconsistent with another BotR passage, the names Beltelephon and Nabisco have been 
excluded from the data. They appear to be simply generic additions to the parody and not 
meant to represent certain LotR characters. 
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Another example of this is the BotR story of Nesselrode (BotR/E 72–74), echoing the LotR 
Nimrodel (FR, II, vi, 329–31). The equivalence between these two characters is solid: while 
their names are only slightly similar, both are elf-maidens who are either turned into a river or 
have one named after them and both appear in a piece of lore told by other characters in 
corresponding scenes. Both scenes also incorporate a poem about her, with the original one in 
LotR starting with “An Elven-maid there was of old / A shining star by day” while the BotR 
imitate these words with “An elvin-maid there was of old / A stenographer by day”. Even 
though the rest of the BotR poem carries little textual similarity to the LotR on, the point of 
reference is absolutely certain and therefore the name is included in the data – in this case, as 
her story takes far more space than descriptions of the river, filed under personal names 
referring to the maid herself and not as a place-name referring to the river. The characters 
mentioned in conjunction with Nesselrode in BotR, however, are not included as they appear 
to be made up by the parodists. They write that Nesselrode had a lover, Menthol, God of 
After-Dinner Drinks, but there’s an accusation of cheating followed by revenge plans, with four 
other people specifically named as being involved in the mess. None of this occurs in LotR – 
the only similarity is that Nimrodel indeed had a romantic relationship with the Elven-king 
Amroth. While the characters that have no clear LotR equivalent can be easily ruled out of the 
data, it is more problematic whether or not Menthol should be included or not. However, as 
the only matter linking him to Amroth is the relationship with Nimrodel, and the other details 
– the name, the identity as a God and not an elf, the plotline, the textual details and poem 
references – are not similar, the name Menthol has not been included in the data. 
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6. Analysis 
6.1. The relationship between the names in LotR and BotR 
 
As seen in the section on theory, BotR/F has three source texts, and the influence of all of 
them has to be taken into account. The translation of names in LotR/F is highly relevant as the 
Finnish versions of Tolkien’s names in dictate to a degree the translation choices Pekka 
Markkula was able to make when translating BotR into Finnish. He would have to try to both 
gain connotations similar to the ones found in the BotR/E names as well as achieving some 
similarity to the names in LotR/F. If a name has e.g. not been retained or transcribed in LotR/F, 
it also makes it less appealing to Markkula to retain or transcribe the corresponding BotR/E 
name in the Finnish translation as otherwise the recognisability of the BotR/F name would be 
likely to suffer. This means that information on the translation strategies Juva has used with 
each name in the corpus is relevant when looking at Markkula’s strategies it is likely that some 
correlation between these exists.   
 
As mentioned in section 5., recognisability of names, i.e. how easily a parody name could be 
recognised as a version of a LotR/E or a LotR/F name, was defined using a 3-level scale, from a 
strong recognisability of 1 to weak recognisability of 0. As examples of these categories, a BotR 
name that has been considered (very) recognisable (1) to its LotR counterpart is Legolam for 
Legolas – or the previously mentioned Spam for Sam. The same names in Finnish have also 
received the same similarity rate: Legoland for Legolas and Spam for Sam. The category of 
somewhat recognisable (0.5) names contains names such as Sorhed for Sauron in English, and 
Barafin for Boromir for the Finnish translations. In the category of not recognisable (0) names, 
there are ones such as Birdseye for Treebeard in English and the same character in Finnish as 
Viljo Vihannes for Puuparta. Thematic similarity has been considered in borderline cases as it 
helps the reader to recognise the correct counterpart in LotR/E and LotR/F even when the 
sound similarity might not be enough. A good example of this is the names Klonkku and 
Kolkkaaja, appearing in LotR/F and BotR/F, respectively. The names refer to the LotR creature 
Gollum who is an untrustworthy ‘companion’ and guide of the hobbits Frodo and Sam. The 
Finnish names, bordering between somewhat recognisable and not recognisable sound-wise, 
are more easily linked for their content and therefore receive a solid 0.5 value. Kolkkaaja 
refers to someone who knocks other people unconscious, making it a clear point of reference 
for the LotR character who may just do that if the hobbits are not watching. In addition to this, 
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Klonkku refers to a ‘clonk’-type of sound, which gives a further thematic similarity as the sound 
of knocking someone on the head can be described with the word ‘clonk’.  
 
As the number of names in BotR/E and BotR/F are not exactly the same due to this case as well 
as the omissions, the recognisability values shall not be analysed in absolute terms (yet these 
are shown in Table 2 under the header total [score]) but proportionally, i.e. using the average 
value. Therefore the results are directly comparable to the 1-0.5-0 scale. This method shows us 
that that the BotR names are slightly more recognisable when compared to LotR names than 
BotR/F names are compared to LotR/F ones: 
 
Table 2: Recognisability, total and average scores 
 
Personal names                 n   total   average 
BotR/E 49  28.5  0.58 
BotR/F 49  24  0.49 
      
      
Geographic names n   total   average 
BotR/E 44  22.5  0.51 
BotR/F 41  15.5  0.38 
 
 
In BotR/E, the personal names have almost a 60 per cent similarity to their equivalents in LotR 
while the BotR/F names have an overall recognisability value of 0.5. With geographic names, 
the Finnish names show a similar drop: BotR names occupy an approximately 50 per cent 
similarity – thefore being somewhat less recognisable than the personal names – while BotR/F 
ones only have about 40 per cent, meaning there is a drop of one fifth. 
 
Table 3: Recognisability, division of values 
 
Personal names 1   0.5   0   n 
BotR/E 19  19  11  49 
BotR/F 18  12  19  49 
        
Geographic names 1   0.5   0   n 
BotR/E 17  11  16  44 
BotR/F 12  7  22  41 
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The division of scores reveals that the recognisability of the personal names has mainly 
dropped from the middle group to the last group while the number of very recognisable 
names is nearly the same. The geographic names show a steadier run-off from both two upper 
categories towards non-recognisability, and over a half of the geographic names in BotR/F are 
not recognisable. There are names, however, that have gone against this trend. Several of the 
most central personal names in BotR/F are in fact more recognisable than their BotR 
equivalents: certain BotR names that have received a 0.5 value lose to their BotR/F 
counterparts which acquire a full 1 value. These include the BotR name Bugger for the LotR 
name Baggins which have Finnish counterparts in Ripuli and Reppuli, the English Arrowroot for 
Aragorn compared to the Finnish Ara-Korni for Aragorn, the English Moxie and Merry for the 
Finnish Mersu and Merri, and the English Sorhed for Sauron and the Finnish Saurus for Sauron. 
It is noteworthy that these names belong to some of the members of the Fellowship as well as 
to the main antagonist i.e. they are names of important characters that come up repeatedly in 
the storyline. This could suggest that BotR/F would do better in the recognisability test if the 
central characters were given a bigger coefficient factor than the less important ones. 
 
6.2. The use of translation strategies in LotR/F and BotR/F 
As mentioned, the data has 372 name entities, 3 of which are omissions and 369 actual names. 
Personal names constitute 196 entities as all four texts have 49 names. This also results in 98 
individual translation strategies across LotR/F and BotR/F. With geographic names the 
situation is slightly different. There are 44 names in LotR/E, LotR/F and BotR/E but only 41 in 
BotR/F as three entities incorporate omission only. Including the omitted entries, there are 176 
geographic entities, of which 173 contain actual names. As geographic names comprise 88 
individual translation strategies, the total number of translation strategies used rises up to 
186. 
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The division of translation strategies used with personal and geographic names in LotR/F and 
BotR/F are discussed below. 
 
Table 4: Translation strategies for personal names 
 
  LotR/F BotR/F 
    n   % n   % 
1. Retention 38  77.55 14  28.57 
2. Transcription 3  6.12 5  10.20 
3. Translation 8  16.33 6  12.24 
4. Substitution 0  0 24  48.98 
5. Omission 0   0 0   0 
   49   100 49   100 
 
 
For the sake of clarity, this table only shows the main categories for translation strategies. The 
subcategories within Translation and Substitution are examined further below in sections 
6.3.3. and 6.3.4. 
 
The data shows that Retention is by far the most common strategy used in the personal names 
in LotR/F, covering as much three thirds of the examples in the data. Translation is used to a 
degree, while Transcription is only a minor category. Substitution and Omission are not used. 
The figures with BotR/F names are more even, although this text also has a strategy that 
stands out as Substitution is used in almost half of the cases. BotR/F also makes use of 
Retention as it is a clear second in the strategies used with personal names, taking in a bit less 
than a third of the examples. Transcription and Translation are used in a few cases, 
complementing the other strategies. Similarly to the LotR/F names, Omission is not used in the 
BotR/F personal names, either. 
 
 
Table 5: Translation strategies for geographic names 
 
  LotR/F BotR/F 
    n   % n   % 
1. Retention 23  52.27 6  13.64 
2. Transcription 2  4.55 1  2.27 
3. Translation 19  43.18 9  20.45 
4. Substitution 0  0 25  56.82 
5. Omission 0   0 3   6.82 
   44   100 44   100 
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The strategies for geographic names show certain tendencies similar to the ones seen in 
personal names but greater changes occur as well. With LotR/F, Transcription is again a small 
category, and Substitution and Omission remain absent. While Retention is still prominent, 
covering just over a half of the examples, Translation rises to almost equal measures. The 
change from personal names, in which Retention soared high above the rest and Translation 
was used infrequently, is significant. On the other hand, in BotR/F the Substitution strategy 
rises even further above the rest, taking clearly over a half of the examples, compared to 
slightly below one half with personal names. Translation also gains importance, but remains 
far from Substitution. Retention is still used in a few cases, while Transcription dwindles to a 
single case. The only cases of Omission in the data are present in BotR/F geographic names but 
there being only three of them, this category remains the smallest one in BotR/F as a whole as 
well as in LotR/F and BotR/F combined. 
 
Information on how often each strategy has been used in LotR/F and BotR/F does not reveal 
the whole situation. Instead, more exact data on which LotR/F and BotR/F strategies coincide 
is needed. The information from the tables above has been combined to show the relationship 
between the translation strategies used in LotR/F and BotR/F, seen below in tables 6 and 7. 
The column on the far right show the same figures for the use of LotR/F strategies as the 
previous tables while the bottom row shows the figures for BotR/F strategies. The figures in 
the middle show the prominence of different translation strategies in LotR/F and BotR/F and 
their divisions in the two texts compared. The first horizontal line in table 6 contains all the 38 
names in which Retention has been used in LotR/F personal names. The full figure has been 
divided to correspond to the BotR/F strategies used. The first figure, 14, reveals that out of the 
38 retained LotR/F names, 14 BotR/F correspondents have also been retained. The second 
figure shows that 6 of the retained LotR/F names have been transcribed in BotR/F, while the 
next figures show the distribution for translation, substitution and omission in BotR/F. The 
second line shows the corresponding figures for all transcribed LotR/F names, and so forth. 
The figure is highlighted in blue when both texts use the same strategy. Rows and colums that 
are not applicable due to a translation strategy not appearing in the data are shaded.  
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Table 6: Comparing the usage of translation strategies: Personal names 
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1 Retention 14 5 1 12 6 38
2 Transcription 1 1 1 0 3
3a) Translation: Direct 1 1 1 3
3b) Translation: Partial 1 4 5
4a) Substitution (SC/int.) 0
4b) Substitution (TC) 0
5 Omission 0
14 5 4 2 13 11 0 49
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As seen before, Retention is the most prominent translation strategy within LotR/F personal 
names. When taking a look at these retained LotR/F names, it is evident that the 
corresponding names in BotR/F have been rendered into Finnish using a variety of different 
strategies. Similarly to the overall division of strategies within personal names, the BotR/F 
names corresponding to the retained LotR/F names are most often translated using 
Substitution. In fact, Substitution in BotR/F does not shy away from any of the LotR/F 
strategies but is consistently used in conjunction with all of them. This is dissimilar from 
Retention in BotR/F which is only used if the corresponding name has been retained in LotR/F 
as well. The categories of Transcription and Retention do not provide such clear results due to 
their small size. When present in LotR/F, both of these strategies produce Translation and 
Substitution in BotR/F. It is interesting that transcription in BotR/F is only used in conjunction 
with some retained LotR/F names, and that none of the transcribed LotR/F names use the 
same translation strategy in BotR/F. This, however, can merely be coincidental: the LotR/F only 
has three transcribed personal names, meaning that nothing final can be inferred. 
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Table 7: Comparing the usage of translation strategies: Geographic names 
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3a) Translation: Direct 3 4 7
3b) Translation: Partial 1 4 1 6 12
4a) Substitution (SC/int.) 0
4b) Substitution (TC) 0
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Compared to the personal names, Retention behaves quite similarly in the geographic names 
as well. The names retained in LotR/F induce several different strategies in BotR/F, 
Substitution being the most common and retention the second most common option. It is 
noteworthy that, again, Retention does not occur in BotR/F if it is not used in LotR/F, but 
Substitution in BotR/F is used in conjunction with all LotR/F categories. 
6.3. Analysis on different strategies 
6.3.1. Retention 
 
Retention is clearly the most common strategy in LotR/F as well in both LotR/F and BotR/F 
combined. Out of the 186 individual translation decisions in the data, the strategy of retention 
is used in 81 cases all in all. The prominence of retention in LotR/F (61 names out of 93) is 
directly influenced by both text-internal and text-external factors: the names in question 
mainly do not have meanings in Common Speech (English) and should therefore logically not 
be translated. Additionally, Tolkien explicitly wished to retain these names. Rivendell, 
mentioned in section 2.3.3., is perhaps the only slight exception i.e. a name that LotR/F retains 
despite Tolkien wishing to have it translated according to its meaning. Yet, as seen above, 
Tolkien’s translation advice was not absolute, as he did consider retaining the name a 
reasonable option if a suitable translation equivalent did not arise. 
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While BotR/F also makes use of Retention, it only covers 20 cases out of 93, being the third 
most used strategy overall. Therefore, Retention is used in LotR/F three times as often as in 
BotR/F. While there is a large gap between these figures, the most interesting notion arises 
when looking at the 20 retained names in BotR/F: all of these names have also been retained 
in LotR/F, meaning that there is not a single retained BotR/F name that would have a non-
retained correspondent in LotR/F. Therefore, while Retention in LotR/F does in no way compel 
the same strategy to be used in BotR/F, there is a clear effect implying a reverse connection: 
Retention is not a very likely strategy in the parody if the same strategy is not used in the 
original text. 
 
There reason for this may be recognisability: if the BotR/F name does not prime the 
corresponding LotR/F name in the readers’ minds, the parody will not function in the desired 
manner. When looking at the names that have been retained in both Finnish translations, 
many of the parody equivalents score high on the recognisability scale, with a recognisability 
score of 0.65 overall16.  
 
Context makes retention a viable option for some of the less recognisable names. The BotR 
name Orlon stands for the LotR elf Elrond, gaining a recognisability score of 0.5. His daughter is 
called [Lady] Lycra in BotR which is wholly dissimilar from the LotR name Arwen, giving the 
recognisability score of 0. Whether or not Markkula has considered substituting Lycra for 
something more recognisable, the context has probably made retention the most suitable 
category: Orlon and Lycra, both of whose names refer to fabrics, are often mentioned with 
reference to clothing and textiles. When the boggies reach Riv’n’dell where the elves live, 
”they galloped down the winding corduroy road that led to the dwellings of Orlon” (BotR/E 
47), soon to see ”towering shoe trees” growing beside the road (ibid. 48–49). Orlon himself is 
”robed in finest percale and wearing bucks of blinding whiteness” (ibid. 47), with ’bucks’ 
referring to a type of shoe. Later, Orlon and Lycra are ”robed in cloth of dazzling whiteness and 
brightness” and ”[o]n their heads were silken lampshades” (ibid. 52). Orlon is also seen 
”pulling a shawl over his head” (ibid. 58) when trying to avoid any responsibility for saving the 
world. The textile references both within the elves’ names, in terms of their clothing as well as 
in their surroundings are consistent but also meaningful: instead of wearing fine clothing, 
Orlon and Lycra’s names connect them to cheap synthetic fabrics which are incongruous and 
anachronistic in a Tolkienian fantasy world. Corduroy and percale are not quite elegant enough 
                                                          
16
 The recognisability scores for both BotR/E and BotR/F are of course identical, as both translations 
have used retention.  
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for elves, either.  Even when a finer fabric, silk, is mentioned, the context makes the elves only 
look slightly mad, as they are wearing lampshades made of silks instead wearing normal hats 
or other silken attire. Other descriptions of Riv’n’dell add to the idea of oddness and crudeness 
or the place, such as chandeliers with ”fine earwax candles” (ibid. 52), supporting the image 
created by the references to clothing. In addition to trivialising the elegance and beauty of the 
elves and their surroundings, the textile references also underline the wimpiness of the BotR 
elves: while heroic in LotR, the elves are portrayed as something quite different when one of 
their wisest covers his head under a shawl and denies any responsibility when discussing the 
fight against evil. Due to these implications, it is rational to retain the names Orlon and Lycra, 
especially as both terms are understandable in Finland, even though the former is probably 
less so nowadays than it was in the 1980s. Even though Lycra is not recognisable as Arwen, her 
identity is quite clear from the BotR context.  Additionally, the name is as unrecognisable in 
BotR/E as it is in BotR/F, meaning that the translation is compatible with the source text in this 
respect. 
 
Recognisability in BotR/E does not sufficiently explain the use of retention in BotR/F, however. 
While the names which have been retained in both texts have high recognisability values, the 
figures are not too dissimilar to the names which have been retained in LotR/F but not 
retained in BotR/F. These names have an average recognisability value of 0.56 in BotR/E, which 
is not much lower than the 0.65 with the retained/retained names. The content of the BotR/E 
names have a stronger influence: many of them include references to brands not known in 
Finland or they have literal meanings in English. If retained in BotR/F, many of these names 
would be meaningless. This explains the prominence of non-retention categories in BotR/F 
names despite their LotR/E equivalents using retention. The importance of Substitution as a 
translation strategy with these BotR/F names underlines the cultural distance but, in fact, also 
shows the value of recognisability. The BotR/E names with literal meanings are only 
occasionally translated using meaning-based translation as this would produce BotR/F names 
that would not be recognisable in comparison to LotR/F. This is evident e.g. from the following 
group of names: 
LotR/E LotR/F BotR/E BotR/F 
Éowyn Éowyn Eorache Eufrosyne 
Éomund Éomund Eorlobe  Neurosyne 
Théoden Théoden Eordrum Eurodollar 
 
The BotR/E characters Eorache, her father Eorlobe and her uncle Eordrum from the kingdom of 
Roi-Tan represent Tolkien’s nobilities Éowyn, Éomund and Théoden from Rohan. While their 
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names have been retained in LotR/F – according to Tolkien’s wishes and due to the fact that 
the names are on Old English instead of more modern English – the names of their parody 
correspondents have been substituted in LotR/F. This is not directly influenced by 
recognisability, even if the BotR/E name Eordrum is not recognisable as Théoden, but is due to 
the meaning of the BotR/E names which would not be conveyed if the names were retained in 
BotR/F. The BotR/E names form a clear theme having to do with ears: ‘ear ache’, ‘ear lobe’ and 
‘ear drum’. Eorache’s name probably also refers to her rough manner of speech (echoing the 
Old English used by the people of Rohan in LotR) as well as to her unfeminine and impolite 
manners. How the other names are supposed to be funny – if not only for the existence of the 
theme – is beyond my understanding. As these names would not mean anything in Finnish, 
means other than retention are taken. If meaning-based translation was used, any 
recognisability in the names would probably be lost: the Finnish for ‘ear’ is ‘korva’ which would 
be a difficult building block for rendering names which would bring to mind the LotR 
characters. Instead of using the BotR/E names as a starting point, Markkula has probably 
begun with the LotR name Éowyn and tried to find a name that would be similar enough but 
somehow suit the BotR context. The Finnish version, Eufrosyne, is thematically quite far away 
from its BotR/E equivalent Eorache. However, if BotR/E comments on Eorache’s manner of 
speech using a blatant insult, BotR/F ridicules the character in an opposite manner. By 
connecting the BotR character to the beautiful Greek goddess Eufrosyne, the translation 
underlines the crude manners of the warrior-maid. The opposition is successful also because 
Arrowroot instantly falls for Eorache/Eufrosyne despite the parody not portraying her as very 
amiable. While a consistent theme, such as the ears, between the three names in BotR/F is not 
present, a link between Eufrosyne and her father is obtained by calling him Neurosyne. Her 
uncle, however, has a completely different type of a name, and is called Eurodollar. This may 
implying to him being a ‘rich uncle’ type of figure, as the corresponding person in LotR, 
Théoden, is the king of Rohan. 
6.3.2. Transcription 
Transcription is a small strategy in both LotR/F and BotR/F, covering 11 examples out of the 
186. While both texts have half a dozen instances of transcription, none of these names are 
transcribed in both texts. Instead, the transcribed LotR/F names are either Translated or 
Substituted in BotR/F. On the other hand, the BotR/F names that use transcription are either 
Retained or Translated in LotR/F. In fact, all but one of the 6 names that use transcription in 
BotR/F have retained counterparts in LotR/F. While firm interpretations cannot be drawn due 
to the small number of examples in this category, these results do imply a close link between 
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retention and transcription. This is also seen from Leppihalme’s list of translation strategies: 
while slightly ambiguous, it appears that her strategy of Retention includes Transcription as 
well. 
 
An example of a transcribed BotR/F that has a retained LotR/F counterpart is that of an ancient 
king. The LotR name Argeleb II appears in BotR/F as Arglebargle IV – which is, in a sense, a 
transcribed version the Tolkienian name, with nonsense being the ‘target language’. In BotR/F, 
this character is named Arkkiparkki IV which both transcribes certain sounds but also gives the 
name syllable structures more common in Finnish language. While both ‘arkki’ and ‘parkki’ do 
mean something in Finnish – some of their meanings are covered by the English cognates ‘ark’ 
and ‘bark’ – the combination of these two very similar words clearly make it a nonsensical 
name in Finnish as well. It is worth noting that ‘arglebargle’ also appears in an unrelated 
nonsense passage elsewhere in BotR/E: when the boggies are under the influence of drugs, 
Frito nonsensically mumbles “Argle-bargle morble whoosh?” (BotR/E 27). Markkula is 
consistent in his translation and renders this passage as “Arkki-parkki-morkki, vhuuuushhh?” 
(BotR/F 47), employing the name of the king in the same manner as BotR/E does. 
6.3.3. Translation  
Meaning-based translation is a category far larger than Transcription. Out of the 186 names, it 
covers 42 instances across the two texts. While it is more prominent in LotR/F with 27 
examples, it is also relatively common strategy in BotR/F with 15 examples. The substrategy of 
Direct meaning-based translation is overall slightly less common than Partial meaning-based 
translation, but the difference is rather small, with 18 and 24 instances respectively, and is 
present in LotR/F only. BotR/F is very balanced when it comes to these two substrategies, with 
8 and 7 examples, respectively. 
 
The geographic names in LotR/F show a stronger tendency to meaning-based translation than 
the personal names. This is, again, due to Tolkien’s instructions, but also to the fact that the 
place names tend to be descriptive and concrete - as well as most of them being in English and, 
therefore, translatable. The BotR/F names do portray a similar tendency but the difference is 
rather small and, therefore, not necessarily significant. 
 
Translated LotR/F names do produce a number of Translated BotR/F names, but Substitution 
is, again, the most used category within BotR/F names. However, the connection with between 
the translation strategies of the two texts is more prominent in the opposite direction: out of 
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the 15 Translated BotR/F names, 10 have Translated LotR/F correspondents. This means that 
while a Translated LotR/F name does not anticipate translation to occur in BotR/F, a Translated 
BotR/F name is still quite likely to have a Translated LotR/F correspondent. 
 
When it comes to the substrategies Direct meaning-based translation and Partial meaning-
based translation, the comparison between the two texts show interesting results. As 
mentioned, there are 10 names that have been Translated in both texts. Looking at the 
substrategies, 8 of these names also share the same substrategy: 4 names have been 
translated Directly in both texts, while another 4 have been rendered Partially both times. 
However, these are such low figures that they cannot be taken as strong clarifications for the 
overall situation on the relationship between the substrategies. 
 
Many of the examples in which Translation has been used in both texts have been enabled by 
BotR/E being relatively close in meaning LotR/E. These cases include the names Greyteeth and 
Harmaahammas, mentioned above in section 4.3.3., as well as with the LotR/E name 
Goldberry which has the BotR/E equivalent Hashberry. The LotR/E name is rendered into 
Finnish as Kultamarja, with Direct meaning-based translation as the translation strategy as 
‘kulta’ stands for ‘gold’ and ‘marja’ for ‘berry’ – conveniently, ‘Marja’ is also a common female 
first name in Finland. The BotR/F name Hamppu-Mari uses Partial meaning-based translation. 
The Finnish ‘hamppu’ stands for ‘hemp’ both as a plant and as a reference for the drug, and is 
therefore very close to the meaning of ‘hash’. The latter part Mari is also a female first name in 
Finnish and is a variation of the name Marja, making a relatively strong connection to the 
latter part of the LotR/F name Kultamarja. There is an additional trick to the BotR/F name, 
however, as ‘mari’ is also a spoken language word for ‘marijuana’. Therefore, the drug 
reference in Hashberry is strongly secured in the BotR/F equivalent. 
 
6.3.4. Substitution  
As mentioned before, Substitution does not occur in LotR/F. Despite this, Substitution 
constitutes over one fourth of all translated examples, 49 out of 186, because the strategy is so 
prominent in BotR/F and is used in over a half of all BotR/F names. The subcategories, 
Substitution for another SC or international referent and Substitution for a TC referent, are 
both in constant use. The former is slightly less common with 20 samples while the latter is 
used in 29 cases. 
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While the lack of Substitution in LotR/F can be explained as simply being due to Tolkien’s 
instructions and the translators’ loyalty to the target text, this argument does not yet explain 
why Substitution is so important in BotR/F. While the Guide helps the translator understand 
the meanings and significance of LotR names, the lack of similar instructions for BotR does 
have its effects as well. As Kanerva mentions in section 3.4., some of the BotR/E names and 
references were difficult to grasp in the 1980s as many of them were quite enigmatic to Finns 
and information was not easy to find. This did have some effect on the translation, and 
probably forced Markkula to Substitute some of the unclear BotR/E names and give them new 
and distinct meanings from the originals.  
 
Additionally, the BotR/F names need to fit into a stricter framework than the LotR/F names. 
The importance of recognisability towards LotR/F names means that the content of the BotR/E 
names cannot be always conveyed very closely in BotR/F. Allusions and cultural references in 
BotR/E complicate the matter further as many of them will not communicate to Finns if they 
are not strongly adapted to the target culture. As a work of humour, BotR also allows the 
translator more freedom than Tolkien’s serious epic and its world of tightly knit correlations 
which has been built to the minute detail. Additionally, Markkula himself noted that he had 
not confined himself strictly to the source text with his Hitch-hiker translation but had taken 
liberties far and wide (see section 3.4.). If this was his style as a translator in general or with 
humorous and parodic texts specifically it is possible that he had a similar approach to BotR 
which could be a reason for the frequent use of substitution in BotR/F. 
 
Substitution significantly differs from the three translation strategies discussed previously as 
Substitution in BotR/F is accompanied by all the different LotR/F strategies without one of 
them being overrepresented in the results. This stands apart from the previous BotR/F 
strategies which tend to have a certain LotR/F precedent. This further shows how prominent 
the strategy of Substitution is in BotR/F. The substrategies show more variation compared to 
one another: Substitution for another SC or international referent tends to be preceded by 
LotR/F Retention while Substitution for a TC referent represents the LotR/F strategies much 
more evenly. It is perhaps unlikely, however, that this distinction is significant. 
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The BotR/F name Mersu is an example of Substitution with Transcription as its LotR/F 
translation strategy. It is presented here together with the retained name Pepsi as the 
characters and their names are closely linked and it is reasonable to discuss them together. 
 
LotR/E LotR/F BotR/E BotR/F 
Merry Merri Moxie Mersu 
Pippin Pippin Pepsi  Pepsi 
 
 
The names of their LotR/E equivalents, the hobbits Merry and Pippin, are transcribed and 
retained in LotR/F, respectively, the former turning into Merri to better represent the English 
pronunciation in Finnish. The names are not present in the Guide, implying the demand for 
retaining them. Additionally, the names are nicknames from the hobbits’ more formal names 
Meriadoc and Peregrin, meaning that considerable amount of adaptation of the nicknames 
would have to be demonstrated in the formal names, as well.  
 
While not present in the Guide, the names are mentioned in the Appendix F, when Tolkien e.g. 
mentions that certain hobbit families gave their children names that sounded “queer” or that 
were “high-sounding” and Tolkien has preserved these meanings in his pseudotranslation by 
using Celtic, Frankish and Gothic names with certain mythological and historical implications 
(RK, Appendix F, II, 1109; Hammond & Scull 2005: 41–42). He does mention the fact that Merry 
intentionally has the meaning ‘jolly, gay’ and that this meaning is present in his ‘real’ hobbit 
name in Common Speech before the tale was ‘translated’ into English (RK, ibid.). The Finnish 
translators themselves note their difficulties in translating the name and settled for 
transcription although the literal meaning of the name was lost in Finnish (LotR/F, RK, 
Appendix F, II, 975). As Tolkien does not explicitly promote translating this meaning, 
transcribing the name seems appropriate, especially as it does not impair the other 
characteristics of the name, such as the formality of the full name Meriadoc. The translation 
strategy is also consistent with the translation of hobbit names in general, especially 
considering the fact that Tolkien has deemed many other hobbit names to be suitable for 
transcription. 
 
As the LotR/E and LotR/F names are almost identical, the base for the parody names in both 
languages are nearly the same and, therefore, easily comparable. Recognisability does not, in 
that sense, provide problems, but the allusive content of the BotR/E names does. Both of the 
BotR/E names refer to brands: Moxie and Pepsi are brands of soda, but while Pepsi is known in 
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Finland as well, Moxie is not – in fact, Moxie does not appear to be very well known anymore 
in USA, either. This is the reason Moxie has been changed into something that is recognisable 
to Finns: the word ‘mersu’ in the name refers to the car brand Mercedes-Benz. While this 
means that the two names do not both refer to bubbly drinks, it still retains their similarity in a 
larger level as they are both brands. Mersu is also suitably close to Merri – closer than Moxie is 
to Merry, in fact – and similarly to Moxie it makes a nice pair with Pepsi as they all have an s-
sound before the final vowel. 
 
The Swedish translation of BotR, Härsken på ringen (2003), employs a different strategy to deal 
with the problem. The translation strategy in itself is the same, i.e. substitution, but the 
translator has found an allusion different from the one in the Finnish translation. In Swedish, 
Moxie is entitled Pommac, referring to a brand of soda. Therefore the boggies Pommac and 
Pepsi both refer to soft drinks in Swedish, preserving the theme in found in BotR. What is lost, 
however, is the recognisability: Pommac is not at all recognisable when compared with the 
original name Merry (the Swedish name is identical to the LotR name). However, the drink-
theme may help readers looking for Merry, as his last name in LotR is ‘Brandybuck’, and 
‘Vinbock’ or ‘Brännbock’ in Swedish, depending on the translation. The last name may provide 
a hint that could help the reader link the soft-drink name Pommac to the original last name 
that has an implication towards wine or brandy. It should be noted that the Pommac soft-drink 
is also sold and well-known in Finland, but relying on the Finnish version of the last name 
‘Brandybuck’ might be too risky: as mentioned above in section 2.3.3., the LotR/F version of 
the name is ‘Rankkibuk’, in which the first part ‘rankki’ refers to the dregs left after the 
distillation of alcohol. The reference to drinks is there, but I would argue that this term is not 
widely known among Finns and, therefore, the link would be too obscure. 
6.3.5. Omission 
While there are no omissions in LotR/F, there are three cases in BotR/F. All of them occur with 
geographical names, and their equivalents have all been retained in LotR/F. Two of the cases 
appear in the same context, in a short BotR song. The song is sung by a horde of narcs and 
mentions how they will fight for Sorhed “From the Halls of Khezaduma / To the shores of 
Lithui” (BotR/E 93), the names probably referring to the LotR names Khazad-dûm and Ered 
Lithui – although the latter is, in fact, a mountain range which seems inconsistent with the 
passage  in BotR/E. Both of these BotR/E names as well as any references to the places 
themselves have been completely omitted in BotR/F and the song only talks about fighting in 
more general terms, without any references to places (BotR/F 113). This is probably partially 
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due to the translator wanting to make the two lines rhyme without having to make them 
excessively long. The main idea of the song remains the same even without the names. The 
names or their omission has no any effect on the plot, and the names do not reappear in the 
novel, either. 
 
In addition to these two cases, there is a third, a more atypical example. The LotR place name 
Angmar, retained in LotR/F, is mentioned in relation to the Witch-king of Angmar. The 
Prologue of BotR/E has a corresponding character, the Slumlord of Borax (BotR/E xx). The 
characters themselves have not been included in the data as they are referred to using 
common nouns instead of proper nouns, but the place names Angmar and Borax do qualify. 
BotR/F, however, renders the reference to the Slumlord into Borax Grynder (BotR/F 15), in the 
latter part meaning a ‘building contractor’. In this version the name Borax, while identical to 
BotR/E, does not appear to be a geographical reference but a part of the character’s name. 
While this is not a conventional case of omission, it would not be quite credible to claim the 
name Borax in BotR/F to be a retained geographical name, either. As the referent for the name 
has been changed in BotR/F, and the case in this respect parallels the idea of omitting a name 
and replacing it with e.g. a pronoun, the translation strategy has been concluded to be 
omission. 
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7. Conclusions and possible future research topics 
This thesis had examined the use of translation strategies for names in the Finnish translations 
of The Lord of the Rings and its parody The Bored of the Rings. The strongest links between the 
translation strategies appear in the cases of Retention and Transcription. The fact that 
Retention in BotR/F is always preceded by Retention in LotR/F, and that BotR/F Transcription is 
almost as strongly connected to LotR/F Retention reveal interesting insights on how Markkula 
has taken the LotR/F names into consideration when translating BotR into Finnish. This results 
also shows the close connection between the strategies of Retention and Transcription in 
general. 
 
Some of the differences in the use of translation strategies are explained by the differences in 
the texts and their genres, the cultural material present in them, as well as the instructions 
given to the translators within and outside of the texts themselves. The translators of LotR/F 
have kept with Tolkien’s instructions on how to translate the names, and this predetermines 
many of their choices when it comes to the translation strategies used. Additionally, the 
strategies of Substitution and Omission become very rare, or completely absent, when 
remaining within the boundaries Tolkien has drawn on the meaning and importance of 
practically all names. On the other hand, BotR gives the translator more freedom as no 
presumptions on translation on behalf of the authors exist. Additionally, the frequent cultural 
allusions in BotR/E lead the translator into Substituting source culture content for references 
that are more understandable within the target culture. This cultural distance also reduces the 
usefulness of Retention as a translation strategy, producing clear differences between the 
strategies used in LotR/F and BotR/F. As BotR/E is intentionally incongruous and anachronistic 
within its plotline and names, the substitution and domestication of names in BotR/F probably 
does not intervene with the reader’s pleasure, especially considering the fact that a lot of the 
humour arises exactly from this incongruity. Taking into account the helter-skelter humour in 
BotR/E, the translator can be said to have quite many liberties with the exact content of the 
text, and Markkula, loyal to his own style, has exercised this freedom. 
 
While the translation strategies used in the analysis were combined from several different 
sources in order to attain a combination that would suit the two different texts, it is perhaps 
uncertain whether the strategies used were the most suitable for this analysis: due to the 
strong prominence of Substitution in BotR/F names and the lack of this strategy in LotR/F the 
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results were at points difficult to compare. Then again, the result may be interpreted as simply 
revealing the fact that the two texts are different enough for very differing division of 
translation strategies to be needed. 
 
Possible future research topics relating to this study include matters such as how the names 
are rendered in other translations of LotR and BotR, or in other parodies of Tolkien’s works. 
The German translation of LotR would be an interesting research topic on many levels as the 
same person, Margaret Carroux, has translated both LotR and BotR into German. How does 
this affect the relationship between the two works and the names present in them? Does 
having translated the whole of Tolkien’s epic bring Carroux’s translation strategies in BotR 
closer to the ones in LotR? Will this affect the recognisability of her BotR names as well? 
 
As Lefevere says: “A parody is succesfully translated only if the readers in the target culture 
find it funny” (1992: 44). Do the readers of BotR/E find the names funny? How about the 
readers of BotR/F? How do the results compare and what are the reasons for any differences? 
Judging from some private conversations, there seems to be a slight tendency in Finland to 
consider the translation better and funnier than the original, but is this true on a larger scale?  
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Appendix A: Personal names 
The lists are based on BotR/F2002. First and last names are shown as a combined entry on the lists, but have been analysed separately. This means that the 
entries “Bilbo Baggins” and “Frodo Baggins” contain three separate entities: Bilbo, Frodo, and Baggins. 
 
 
 Lord of the Rings (LotR/E) Taru sormusten herrasta (LotR/F) Bored of the Rings (BotR/E) Loru Sorbusten herrasta (BotR/F) 
     
 Hobbits   Boggies   
 Bilbo Baggins Bilbo Reppuli Dildo Bugger Dildo Ripuli 
 Frodo Baggins Frodo Reppuli Frito Bugger Fritzu Ripuli 
 Sam Gamgee Sam Gamgi Spam Gangree Spam Kuolio 
 Ham Gamgee Ham Gamgi Haf Gangree Haf Kuolio 
 Merry [Brandybuck] Merri [Rankkibuk] Moxie [Dingleberry] Mersu [Myrkkymarja] 
 Pippin [Took] Pippin [Tuk] Pepsi [Dingleberry] Pepsi [Myrkkymarja] 
 Daddy Twofoot Äijä Kaksjalka Nat Clubfoot Tihru Kapulajalka 
 Old Noakes [of Bywater] [Virranvarren] vanha Niklas Old Poop [of Backwater] [Takametsien] Vanha Tylsimys 
 Marcho Marcho Brasso Rassi 
 Blanco Blanco Drano Traani 
 Gollum17 Klonkku Goddam Kolkkaaja 
     
 Men       
 Aragorn II Aragorn II Arrowroot Ara-Korni18 
 Arathorn II Arathorn II Arrowshirt Ara-Korpi 
                                                          
17
 Gandalf says of Gollum’s people “I guess they were of hobbit-kind” (FR, I, ii, 51). Therefore, Gollum is categorised under Hobbits. 
18
 Appears as “Ara-Kortti” in BotR/F2002: 90, but normally in BotR/E and BotR/F1983. 
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 [Gríma] Wormtongue [Gríma] Kärmekieli Wormcast Särmänielu 
 Théoden Théoden Eordrum Eurodollar 
 Éowyn Éowyn Eorache Eufrosyne 
 Éomund Éomund Eorlobe Neurosyne 
 Boromir Boromir Bromosel Barafin 
 Faramir Faramir Farahslax Tramp-Olin 
 Denethor Denethor Benelux Benelux 
 Ecthelion Ecthelion Electrolux Electrolux 
 Argeleb II Argeleb II Arglebargle IV Arkkiparkki IV 
 Derufin Derufin Handlebar Lakupatu 
 Duilin Duilin Hersheybar Sukupatu 
     
 Elves       
 Legolas Legolas Legolam Legoland 
 Glorfindel Glorfindel Garfinkel Garfinkel 
 Elrond Elrond Orlon Orlon 
 Arwen Arwen [Lady] Lycra [Lady] Lycra 
 Celeborn Celeborn Cellophane Cellofan 
 Galadriel Galadriel [Lady] Lavalier [Lady] Liberal 
 Nimrodel Nimrodel Nesselrode Analiini 
 Elendil Elendil Barbisol Barbisol 
 Elbereth Elbereth Unicef Unicef 
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 Dwarves       
 Gimli Gimli Gimlet Gimpi 
 Glóin Glóin Groin Ikilevy 
 Durin Durin Fergus Fewmet19 Fergus Fermaat 
     
 Orcs   Narcs   
 Uglúk Uglúk Goulash Gulassi 
 Grishnákh Grishnákh Karsh Saslik 
     
 Maiar20 and other not quite humans     
 Gandalf Greyhame Gandalf Harmaahursti Goodgulf Greyteeth Goodgulf Harmaahammas 
 Sauron Sauron Sorhed Saurus 
 Saruman Saruman Serutan Sivamat 
 Tom Bombadil Tom Bombadil Tim Benzedrine Tim Benzedrine 
 Goldberry Kultamarja Hashberry Hamppu-Mari 
 Treebeard Puuparta Birdseye Viljo Vihannes21 
 
                                                          
19
 Analysed as a single entity as the LotR referent only includes one name. 
20
 The people of the Valar [the “Gods”], some loyal, some fallen. Includes e.g. Gandalf and Sauron. See e.g. Foster 1993: 246. 
21
 Analysed as a single entity as the LotR referent only includes one name. 
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Appendix B: Geographic names 
 Lord of the Rings (LotR/E) Taru sormusten herrasta (LotR/F) Bored of the Rings (BotR/E) Loru Sorbusten herrasta (BotR/F) 
     
 Rivers       
 Anduin Anduin Anacin River Acne-joki 
 Brandywine Rankkivuo Gallowine River Punkku-joki 
 Entwash Entinoja Effluvium Mäntinoja 
 Silverlode Hopeajuopa Spumoni Ksylitol 
     
 Mountains, hills       
{ Misty Mountains Sumuvuoret Papier-Maché Mountains Paperimassavuoret Misty Mountains Sumuvuoret Mealey Mountains Humuvuoret 
 Weathertop Viimapää Wingtip Viinapää 
 Weatherhills Viimavaarat Hartz Mountains Hartsi-vuoret 
 Mount Doom Tuomiovuori Mount Badass Paskiainen 
 Mount Doom Tuomiovuori Zazu Pits Hiidenkirnu 
 Ephel Dúath Ephel Dúath  Sol Hurok Sol Hurok 
 Ered Lithui Ered Lithui [shores of] Lithui22 [omitted] 
     
 Kingdoms, realms, other large areas     
 Middle-earth Keski-maa Lower Middle Earth Ala-Keskimaa 
 Shire Kontu Sty Läävä 
 Eriador Eriador / Anduin Oleador  Illodin-joki23  
                                                          
22
 The LotR referent is a mountain range, but the geographic identity of its BotR equivalent is unclear. 
23
 The BotR/F referent is a river, and the textual context has been slightly changed to accommodate this. The river Anduin would be the LotR/E and LotR/F equivalent. 
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 Bree-land Briimaa Wheeland Primulandia 
 (Loth)lórien (Loth)lórien (La)lornadoon Dorkala 
 Moria Moria (Andrea) Doria (Andrea) Doria 
{ Khazad-dûm  Khazad-dûm  Nikon-zoom Nikon-zoom Khazad-dûm Khazad-dûm Khezaduma [omitted] 
{ Rohan Rohan Roi-Tan Rotary Riddermark Riddermark Rubbermark Rotarymark 
 Angmar Angmar Borax [omitted]24 
 Gondor Gondor Twodor Farbror 
 Mordor Mordor Fordor Mormor 
     
 Cities, villages, fortresses       
 Hobbiton Hobittila Boggietown Höpöttilä 
 Bywater Virranvarsi Backwater Takametsä 
 Bree Brii Whee Primula 
 Rivendell Rivendell Riv'n'dell Riv'n'dell 
 Minas Tirith Minas Tirith Minas Troney Minas Troney 
 Minas Morgul Minas Morgul Chikken Noodul Mexi Cana 
 Osgiliath Osgiliath Ohmigoshgolli Ohmigosgholli25 
 Barad-dûr Barad-dûr Bardahl Hirvintä 
 Isengard Rautapiha Isinglass Noutopiha 
 Orthanc Orthanc Isintower Joutohormi 
 Fornost Fornost Ribroast Paahtokylki 
                                                          
24
 Appears as the personal name Borax Grynder.  
25
 This name is only mentioned once, and its spelling in both BotR/F1983 (143) and BotR/F2002 (152) is “Ohmigosgholli” instead of “Ohmigoshgolli”. I have presumed this to 
be a typographical error and, therefore, defined the translation strategy to be Retention. 
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 Woods, forests, marshes       
{ Greenwood the Great Vihermetsä Plywood Vanerimetsä Mirkwood Synkmetsä Weldwood Kestopuumetsä 
{ Old Forest Vanha Metsä Evilyn Wood Hukkametsä Old Forest Vanha Metsä Nattily Wood Hyötypuistikko 
 Dead Marshes Kalmansuot Ngaio Marsh Kerttukaarina Suosalmi 
     
 Battle fields       
 Celebrant Celebrant Ipswitch Köngäs 
 Dagorlad Dagorlad Brylopad Teräsvilla 
 Pelennor Fields Pelennorin niityt Plains of Pellegranor Pellehermanian niityt 
 
